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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N. M!, FRIDAY, JUNE 17, 1904.

WORK OF
ROBBERS
Two Masked Men Hold Up the
North Coast Limited Near
Bearmouth, Montana.

iiwiirqwirat T1 HE THREE
DAYS' BATTLE
GOPIPHNY

NO. 101.

MORE BODIES

mug

IK EARNEST

It Has Already Invested Considerable
Money and is Certain of Securing

THE DTES

FOUND

Indians Put to Death Wap, an Old In
dian Medicine Man, Forcing His
Son to Fire the Shot.

a Franchise.

AT VAFANGOW

Masses of Them Wedged in One
of the Paddle Boxes of the
three Ute Indians have been ar
Slocum.
raigned in the District Court of Colo-

A. G. Kennedy, of Santa Fe. chief en
gineer of the Mimbres River Water
rado charged with the killing of an old
Company, who will leave shortly for
California to inspect pumping plants
Medicine man of the tribe known as
DYNAMITED
OVER
and to negotiate for the purchase of
Wap. After taking testimony all day FATALITIES
redwood piping, while in El Paso this
the case was dismissed, the court holdEXPRESS CAR week gave out an interview regarding
ing that, it would have to be tried in The Total Number of
Corpses Re
the plans of the company. He says
the United States Court as the crime
that the company means business and
covered Thus Far 532 Many
was committed by Indians against an
The Safe Was Blown Open and Its Con
that it is going to give El Paso a good
Indian on the reservation.
Still Missing.
water supply if the city council will
tents Secured A Posses and
There was an ancient custom among
the Ute Indians, in the days when tho
give them a chance. He declares it
Bloodhounds in Hot Pursuit.
New York, June 17 Forty-eigh- t
to be his belief that there is not a suf
tribes made long marches to escape
from their enemies, to put to death the hours after the burning of the steam
ficiency of water or the mesa to supBearmouth. Montana, June 17 At 11 ply the city and says that if El Paso
old braves and squaws of the tribe. er General Slocum, the exact number
o ciock last night, two masked men is to ever have a good
of
wat
However, since the tribe has grown of victims is still unknown. Up to the
supply
held up the north coast limited,
er it will have to be pumped from
less nomadic and since coming in con- present, time the total number of bod
Northern Pacific passenger
train some other place, and that the Mim
tact with civilization, this old custom ies recovered is r32. with no more
bound east at a mile and a half east bres flow is the only place where it
has been abandoned.
Some of the arrivals at the morgue for several
of this station. After stopping the can be secured in large quantities
men of tho tribe, having a grudge hours hope began to be felt that the
Liao Vang, June 17 A correspond loss on Japanese force from Port Ar
train, they dynamited the express car.
Chief Engineer Kennedy was in El
against Wap, the medicine man, re- awful total had been completed, bin it
blew open the safe and escaped with Paso engaged on the maps and profiles ent of the Associated Press who was Ihur. Many Russians have fallen, but vived the old custom and made it an was soon shattered by the report that
its contents. The amount secured is for the company and he says that they present at the battle of Vafangow de greater number of Japanese were ci
excuse for putting him to death. His divers at work at the hulk of the Sloeft.
The Russians say the Japanese son, under various threats, was made cum has discovered a mass of bodies
not known, but it is believed to be will all be filed with the interior de scribes the fighting as follows:
"Throughout tho three days' combat cannot advance much further north. to tell where his father was in the wedged in one of the paddle boxes.
large. A brakeman on the rear of the partment at Washington in a few days
train when he realized that the train and that the company will then be the officers and men vied with each even when they recover from the ef-i- ' habit of wandering, and at the appoint How many bodies there are, will not be
ets of the battle of Vafangow."
was being held up, slipped off the rear ready for business as soon as the city other in pluck and heroism. They
ed time and place he was made to fire known for several hours, as they will
Russians Outnumbered.
car and ran back to Bearmouth where will grant it. the right to run its pipes have added a glorious passage to Rus
i shot into the tepee of the old man. not be disturbed until the coroner is
Liao Yangfi Thursday, June 1C Dur The assassins then fired a volley of on the scene. One hopeful phase of
he notified the superintendent
and through the streets to distribute the sian military history. The enemy's
advance originally included the fifth, ing the night of June 14th, the Rus shots into the tepee and the old brave the situation is the steady decrease of
sheriff s office at Missoula. A posse water.
was summoned and reached the scene
"We have analyzed the water and it eighth, and eleventh divisions, twelve ian forces under General Stakelberg was seen by his squaw and son to the number of missing, though it is
at 2 o'clock. Bloodhounds will arrive s as pure as any in the world, said squadrons of cavalry and1 splendid ar- which had been engaged with tht crawl out of the tent and some dis- still alarmingly large, the number beat the scene this morning. It is be Mr. Kennedy, "and El Paso cannot tillery. About 200 guns were belching Japanese for two days, slept. In their tance away, where he died. He was ing between 400 and 500. Various oflieved that, there were four men in the possibly get better water. We moan a continuous stream of shot and shell. position, four miles south of Vafan- covered with wounds which were ficials whose positions bring them in
to touch with the disaster, still adhere
hold up, although the engineer's crew business. We have capital enough Largo reinforcements enabled them to gow, and on the morning of June 15 bleeding profusely.
declare that they only saw two men
back of us to push the work to a suc turn the Russian flanks. I made my assumed the offensive and attacked the
The son was then made a prisoner to the belief, that when all is told, it
cessful conclusion and it will he start- way about 11 o'clock to tho Russian Japanese lines. The battle lasted all and put to hording goals but has been will be found that between 900 and 1,- ed as soon as we have assurances from right flank and climbed a hill whore I day. the Russians inflicting heavy loss rescued from his bondage by Indian 000 persons perished.
IN JAIL FOR CONTEMPT.
the city that we can lay our pipes. We could see the whole field of battle. The on the enemy. Heavy Japanese rein- Trader Smith. The body of Wap, ac
have already risked a good deal on the heifelns of Foo Chou, the railroad forcements were brought up rapidly cording to tho custom of the Indians,
CHANGE
We have spent a large bridge and the surrounding cops were from the south, arriving in time to turn was placed on a ledge of houghs on
JFJOUTE.
David F. Day, Editor of the Democrat proposition.
infantry-Thethe
the
scales.
The
entire
by
of
division
occupied
Japanese
sum
on
the
of
the
mountain.
The
authortop
preliminary surveys and maps
Makes Facitious Remarks in the
black lines of infantry, like fresh Japanese troops was thrown
and other such matters and then we
ities at Washington have been notified Mails for Eastern New Mexico, El
Next Issue of His Paper.
line against the already tired Rus- of the occurrence by Agent Smith and
have purchased the site on which we threads could be seen creeping through
Paso and Mexico, to Go Via Santa
t is thought that they will investigate
superiority
will sink our wells. We have bought the verdure. Nearer, the slope was sians and their immense
Fe Central.
17
F.
Tune
David
Diirango, Colo.,
the Byron, Keefe and Tyndall ranches, dotted by Russian riflemen. A brown in numbers enabled them to overlap the matter at once.
Day, editor of the Democrat, has inept
batsome
ish
smoke
of
the
left
the
flank
of the Russians who had
overhung
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter today
his first night in the La Plata jail for near Deming. paying for them abso teries and others showed flashes of not sufficient .men to meet the
turning
and if we are not able" to nut
received
instruction from the railway
lutely,
court.
of
His
Russell's
contempt
Judge
L
a waterworks system for the city. flames. The arackle of the rifle tiro movement and were forced to withmail service office in Denver to dispaper this morning has several refer- we will
was
roar
of
draw
guns.
upon Vafangow. The Russians
punctured by the
lose what we have invested
patch all mail from northern New
ences, to his situation, chief of which
them except that we may be able The scene was inspiring. Suddenly a retired doggedly, not beaten, but
Mexico going through this city as well
is a card appearing on the editorial
to sell it back for ranch purposes, but company of Cossacks appeared on the
The Decomposed Bodv of G. W. Mc- - as mail from town for points in eastpage, as follows:
to
hill
of
and
a
crest
descend.
The Sado is Safe.
began
ern New Mexico, El Paso and Mexico,
Comber Discovered in the Manza-nos- .
"To the Public: I am in jail. I will we are so well satisfied that the peo- They were followed by the infantry.
Tokio, June 17 The steamer Ise
of
Paso
a
El
want
via the Santa Fe Central and the El
From
Distance
water
Short
that
ple
good
I
two
no
for
be
have
years.
possibly
The Japanese gunners promptly pur- arrived at Kbkura carrying more of the
e are willing to risk the outlay.
Paso & Northeastern Railway.
His Ranch Home.
This
reason to believe otherwise. The vicw
Horses
and
and troops (Tom the transport
new arrangement will commence on
"We can get the water almost from sued them with sehrapnel.
tim of circumstances.
Citizens' Alli
men began tailing. A momem later a Sado, The Sado ts safe and is being
The mangled, decomposed body of Monday next and will effect a reducance lias me; the court has so decreed. the bed of tho Mimbres River, where couple of thousand Russians jumped lowed into port by the
Higo.
is
G. W. MeComber, a ranchman of the tion in time for points in that section
it
a
of
at
pure,
depth
feet,
eight
All
citizens should respect
from the train which had just arrived
Cannonading Off the Coast.
Manzanos, who has been missing and for El Paso, of from twelve to fifthe court. I hope all will do so. 1 may but will go down 40 feet. We can and with fixed bayonets plunged into
Tokio, June 17 A report has been since the 30 of May, was found several teen hours. This new move was made
15.000,000
pump
easily
every
gallons
be in error. As a question of citizen- 24
hours from the wells which we the battle. Again the crackle of musk- received from the police station at
ago less than a mile from his necessary by the reduction of train and
ship the one may be right, the other will sink, but we will not need that etry and the Russians began to retire Saga near Sasebo, saying that sounds days
in Bernalillo-Countmail service on the Lamy-Sant- a
ranch near Escobosa
Fe
the
wrong, but good citizenship obeys
Train after of cannonading have been heard off
towards the railroad.
Manuel
of the Santa Fe Railway, as
branch
Sheriff
to
come.
for
Jose
at
Even
years
Deputy
pumping
decrees of the court.
train left the depot. I descended the the coast that possible it is the Japan- Montoya made the discovery and re- owing to this reduction, were mails
gallons a day, the supply hill
"What my personal feelings and in- 15.000,000
and managed to jump on the last ese fleet has met the Russians.
would be more than adequate.
The
ported it at the sheriff's office in Albu not sent by the new route, they would
tentions are cuts no ice. The court
car.
The main force shortly after be- Vladivostock Squadron Off Oki Island. querque on
in
to
rainfall
that
Wednesday, it is thought have to lie over here many hours.
vicinity,
according
fined me $300. I will not pay 30 cents.
Vantsi-alin- ,
London, June 17 The Japanese le- that the murder must have taken
The Santa Fe Central and the El
United States reports, is 14.05 inches gan slowly to retreat towards
"DAVID F. DAY."
30 miles north of Vafangow, and gation has received a dispatch from
(Signed)
on May 30 as that is the last Paso & Northeastern are also gaining
a year and, figuring this on a scienplace
tific basis, we would not require the about one o'clock in the afternoon had Tokio announcing that the Russian time that MeComber was seen and passenger travel south and east owing
its strategic mission. Vladivostock squadron was sighted off from the condition of the remains, to the above reduction in train serunderflow
water of
GOING
MEAT
UP.
part accomplished
FRESH
of the Mimbres River shed and there The battle had inflicted a considerable Oki Island yesterday.
Fe branch.
they must have lain in the hills for vice on the Lamy-Santis no danger of th5 supply ever being
about ten days. Decomposition had
is
as.
Given
the
Cattle
of
Scarcity
exhausted.
progressed so far that it was necesPIERBILL FOBPOSTIIIISTEIl
Cause of the Increase in Price.
"We expect to put in our pumping ONE OF THE PERPECounty, tax for 1902, $12.45, tax for sary to bury the body immediately after it had been inspected by several
1903, $17,311.83.
plant on the property at the wells and
Kansas City, June 17 The packers pump the water into a 5,000,000 galwitnesses. The theory of the murder At Deming Is the Choice cf the PeoLands in New
TRATORS IN JAIL Surveys of Public
have again increased the price of lon reservoir on the top of a big hill
is that MeComber went to his spring
Mexico.
ple of the Wind Mill City, Esfresh meat. Prices have been going near the Florida range of mountains,
near
his house to water some stock
pecially the Republicans.
did
act
for
a
Delegate
Rodey
good
and was (.here assaulted from behind, Special to the New Mexican.
up steadily for more than a month, which will give it pressure enough to Undersheriff Parsons Claims to Have New Mexico in the House of
Represenwith an occasional check of a few days. send it into El Paso. Then we will
in
old
the
which
Deming. June 17 W. L. Merrill, a
Captured One of the Instigators
tatives on the 3nth day of March last, a struggle ensuing
The last advance amounts to about have a big standpipe on one of the
of the well known business man of this city,
man was killed. Evidences
of Dynamite Outrage.
civil
when
the
appropriation
sundry
one-hal- f
cent a pound on most kinds mountains near El Paso which will
are found around the spring one of its original settlers, who has
bill was being considered.
An appro- struggle
of meat and 1 cent on one or two give the water a hundred pounds of
of a dragged body leads been here over 21 years and who is
trail
and
the
17
UndersherJune
Creek,
surCripple
for
kinds. There is also a slight advance pressure in the pipes. The reservoir iff Parsons is the authority for the priation of $400,000 was made
from the spring. A little fur well and favorably known throughout
away
veys and resurveys of public lauds,
on pork. Last November there was out in New Mexico will have a ca- statement
there is confined in and lands donated to educational and ther on a club, covered with blood and Luna and Grant Counties, is being
tht
of
the
price
public protest against
pacity of 5,000,000, the standpipe here the county jail, one of the perpetrators other institutions in several states, and flesh was found, and under a grove of pushed by his friends and is an appli
was dis- cant for appointment as postmaster of .
meat. At that time the advance was will have the same, and the pipes will of the
Independence dynamiting out the bill attempted to give preference stunted pinon trees, the body
on the better grades. The packers hold 8,000,000 which will give a total
is thought that after the this
city vice R. J. Clark resigned and
rage. Parsons also stated that there to certain states mentioned therein. covered. It
said:
Mr.
of 18.000,000 gallons of water that will are five other men not yet under ar- However, the
killing at the spring, the assassin Edward Pennington declined.
on
as
shown
delegate,
meat
"See how cheap we sell the
be available for the city. The rest who are implicated directly or Itv
dragged the body of the old man, by Merrill is a sturdy Republican, who
always
41 and 42 of the
page
Congressional
means of a rope around his neck, to always votes his ticket straight and
working people buy. You can get a reservoirs will be concrete lined and directly in the outrage.
Record of March 30, 1904, had the bill
the spot where it was found.
good chuck for four cents a pound."
will be covered so that nothing can get
who has done good service for the
amended, after considerable of a fight,
At that time they quoted chucks at into them and the water will always
There is no clue to the murderer party. Mr. Merrill is in every way
on
House
of
floor
the
the
by inserting and there
a
a pound. Today the be pure.
to 5 c
probably never will be, al competent, enjoys an enviable reputaOFFICIAUVIATTERS.
the words " and territories" after the
the
deputies are pushing the tion as a business man and as a citithough
price for the better class of chucks is
is possible that Ihj main pipe
'Jt
word "states," so that the Territory of
7
At that time the highest price line from Deming to El Paso will be
search for the criminal. "Frenchy" a zen, is popular, would make an effi
benein
comes
for
Mexico
New
every
Bond Accepted.
who was reported cient and
for rounds was 7
Today the same of redwood, bound with steel bands.
. native of Manzanos,
satisfactory postmaster and
The bond of F. P. Crichton, to fit under that appropriation of $400,-000- to have been captured, suspected of his
meat brings 10c. a pound at the pack- This is about as lusting as iron and
would give great sat
appointment
of
in
of
the
surveys
having
way
for
the
necessary
in the murder, has isfaction not only to the Republicans
ing houses. So the poor man's meat is the water is much better. This has whom the contract
implicated
being
as
institution
and
its
school
lands,
was
been released.
bringing the packer better returns than been tested and the redwood pipes repairs on the federal building
of Deming, but also to the entire com
well as public lands, made that any
MeComber has lived the life of a re- munity, and, people of the Wind Mill
last year. The stockman is getting give the best satisfaction of any that awarded, has been accepted and work state
hill
in
does.
the
mentioned
on
on the building will begin
Monday,
some advance on live cattle.
cluse for many years. He never as- City. There are several other candiwere ever put in use."
Articles of Incorporation.
June 20.
sociated with the neighboring ranch- dates, but Mr. Merrill seems to have
Scarcity of cattle is given as the
cause of the increase. Reports indiThe following incorporation papers men and. it is said, had made many the strongest and best indorsement.
Appointed on the Commission of Irriwere today filed in the office of the enemies among the natives by his The people here hope that Delegate
cate that better prices for cattle will
INJUNCTION DISSOLVED.
gation.
Governor Otero yesterday appointed secretary of the Territory: The Mod- gruff and curt manner. There are Rodey and the territorial administraprevail this year. There may be some
stock
Arthur Seligman of this city a mem- ern Cattle and Investment Company. stories out that his life was threaten- tion in Santa Fe will aid them in sedepreciation when grass-fecomes in, but noth'ng like former Against the Santa Fe Striking Ma- ber of the commission of irrigation of Incorporators and directors for three ed several times by some one, but the curing Mr. Merrill's appointment.
chinists as They Were Orderly
the Territory of New Mexico vice months, Frank McEwen of Denver; name of the person is unknown. Anyears. Commission men expect to see
and Peaceful.
prices to stockmen regain former profGeorge W. Knaebel resigned. Mr Sel- George S. Good, Rock Haven, Pennsyl- other motive for the murder is found IRRIGATION PROJECT
itable figures.
vania; Henry Curtis Mills, Denver; in the story that the old man possessigman qualified today.
Topeka, June 17 In the District
IN LAS VEGAS
Hugo Seaberg. Ratou. The object of ed large sums of money which he carPublic Appointed.
Notaries
Court today Judge Hazen dissolved a
the
have
corporation is to buy and sell and ried about with him and kept hidden
notaries
The
public
following
HABEAS
WRIT OF
Oicr"-Martemporary injunction against the San- been
house. It is believed T. H. Newell Was in Consultation With
own live stock of all kinds. The capi- in his rawch
appointed by Governor
ta Fe striking machinists secured by
B. Davis, Las Vegas. Ban Migue tal stock of the company is $50,000, that at least $5,000 in cash was in the
Trustee of the Grant During
CORPUS SERVED the railroad company on May 9. Ths
L'is Vegas, divided into 50.000 shares of a par house at the time of the murder. The
Rosenthal.
Saul
the Week.
County;
court held that there was no cause &: San
is shrouded in mystery,
F. H. Newell, of the reclamation serCounty: Ramon Ortiz. value of $1 each. The principal place whole affair will
of the injunction Hall'sMiguel Mora
shercontinuance
further
the
made
be
an
effort
by
vice was in Las Vegas during the early
Peak,
County: George 11. of business of the corporation is Raton, but
Contains a Stipulation Which Waives as the strikers appeared orderly and
San Miguel Coun- Colfax County, New Mexico, with an iff and his deputies to unravel it and part of the week consulting with the
Las
Hunker,
Vegas.
the Actual Appearance of Moycr
the
with no evil intentions against
to bring the guilty man to justice.
auxiliary office in Chihuahua, Mexico.
trustees of the Las Vegas grant in rety.
In U. S. Circuit Court.
company's property.
50
to
is
for
The
exist
years.
to the reservoir and irrigation
corporation
Received.
Territorial
gard
Funds
Secured.
Nothing of Great Value
were towhich it is proposed to establish
works
The
funds
also
were
Articles
of
Denver, June 17 Governor Peabody
following
6ENERAL
public
incorporation
GOVERNOR
St. Paul, June 17 Officials of the
in that locality under the reclamation
and Adjutant General Bell were this Northern Pacific confirm the story of day received by Territorial Treasurer filed for the "Elks' Lease Holding Comact. The report of the field corps,
morning served wSth a writ of habeas the holdup of the train near Bear- J. H. Vaughn:' From W. G. Black, pany," Frank McKee, Noa Ilfeld, JosOFJINLAND DIES which has been at work for several
collector, of eph H. O'Reilly, William H. Kahn and
corpus issued by Judge Thayer at St. mouth, Montana, but claim that noth- treasurer and
San Juan County, taxes for 1903.
months, is almost ready to be submitLouis for the production of Charles H.
Peter F. McCanna are the incorporating of great value was obtained from
From Manuel Baca, treasurer ors and also directors of the company. Passed Away This Morning as the Re- ted.
Moyer in the U. S. Circuit Court on the safe.
After this report has been received
and
sult of the Mortal Wound Recollector of Sandoval They are all residents of Albuquerque,
July 5. There is a stipulation in the
From
ceived
tax
the board of engineers, Mr. Newell
for
of
writ which waives the actual appearYesterday.
by
1903, $2,777.30.
County,
the
Bernalillo County. The objects
"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a Leopoldo Sanchez, treasurer and
ance of Moyer if it is found inconvensays a commission of experts will be
are to buy, sell and mortcorporation
collector of Leonard Wood Coun- gage property. The capital stock is
ient to produce him and that the argu- superbly Illustrated volume of 124 pa,
Helsingfors, Fitted, June 17 Gen- sent to make a final report. The field
ments in the case may proceed with- es. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S. ty, tax for 1902, $25.66; tax for 1903, $60,000, divided into 12,000 shares of eral Bobrikoff, goveVaor general of corps has learned that there is abundLute, city agent of the Atchison, To- $1,526.51.
out Moyer being present.
a par value of $5 each. The company Finland, who was shot yesterday morn- ant water, but the amount of the. land
peka and Santa Fe Railway In the CaFrom Eugenio Romero, treasurer is to exist 60 years. Its place of busi- ing, died this morning. The people available failed to come quite up to
tron Block.
The New Mexican prints the newt.
and
collector of San Miguel ness Ts Albuquerque, Bernalillo County. are calm and there is no excitement.
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Described by An Eye
Witness Both Sides Fought Vali
antlyRussians Forced to Retreat
Before Severe Fire Of the Enemy
But Japanese Lost Heavily.
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EDUCATION
BOARD
OP
SHOULD GO AHEAD.
There seems to be a disposition
among some of the citizens of this
PRINTING town, to wait until the sale of the Fort Which the working man has fought for
THE NEW MEXICAN
and succeeded in obtaining is something
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
Marcy donation is accomplished before the wife has no shaie
in. Her day beselling the bonds of the city school gins before his and ends long after
it,
MAX. FROST
Editor district authorized by law and from the
as a rule, and many a night her rest is
modern
and
new
A.
F. WALTER.
PAUL
proceeds of which
broken by the baby's
fretfulness. The
Manager and Associate Editor school buildings are to be erected here.
healthiest woman
The New Mexican does not believe that
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
must wear out under
is well taken, or that it
this
position
and
Treasurer
Secretary
such a strain. What
should be maintained and carried out
can be expected then
education.
of
board
the
Entered as Second Class matter at by
city
of those women
of
the
The
property
majority
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
who are weakenare
tax
owners
and
payers
ed by woman
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest anxious to see the necessary, modly diseases r
Women
newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent ern and new school buildings erected
who are
to every postoffice in the Territory, in the Oaoital as soon as possible. It
weak,
nd has a larg" and growing circula would prove of great benefit to every
worn-ou- t
tlon among the intelligent and pro- interest of Santa Fe were construction
n
will find new
and
on these buildings so imperatively
gressive people of the Southwest.
life and new strength in the
Citi
once.
commence
at
to
necessary,
use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite
zens who are well acquainted with the
Prescription. It establishes
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
dries weakening
situation do not believe that
regularity,
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
drains, heals inflammation
of the money necessary for this work
and ulceration, and cures
Daily, per month, by carrier ....$1 00 could be obtained from the sale of
75
female weakness.
It makes
Daily, per month, by mail
withaddition
in
the
Fort
lands
Marcy
weak women strong and
7 50
Daily, one year by mail
construction
commence
in time to
sick women well.
4 00
Dally, six months, by mail
work this year. If the city board of
Sick people are invited to
2
00
three
mail....
months, by
Daily,
education succeeds in selling a part of
consult Dr. Pierce, by letter,
2
00
per year
the donation at fair prices, this money
free. All correspondence is
1 00
months
held as strictly private and
of
construction
the
for
could
used
be
75
two ward school buildings, while the sacredly confidential. Address Dr. R. V.
.. 25
Buffalo, N. Y.
receipts from the sale of bonds should Pierce,
"I suffered with female weakness about eight
be applied towards the building of a years tried several doctors but derived no bene-B- t
until I began using Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prehigh school structure. What this city scription,"
writes Mrs. John Green, of Danville,
is
to
else
needs more than anything
Boyle Co., Ky. "This medicine was recomto
me by other patients. I have taken
mended
move ahead and stand still no longer. six bottles and
I feel like another person."
There has been too much of this. The
The dealer who offers a substitute for
the
town has suffered greatly during
"Favorite Prescription," is only seeking
to make the little more profit paid on
R AT past ten years for want of new, mod
WHO WILL Bt .
ern, commodious and well arranged the sale of less meritorious medicines.
ST. LOU IS i
profit is your loss. Refuse all subThe nearer the time for the Demo- school buildings. It is estimated that His
stitutes.
one
town
at
least
contain
would
the
cratic convention at St. Louis apDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets should be
more population had it had
used with " Favorite Prescription " whenproaches, the stronger are the indica- thousand
tions that the contest there will be a such buildings for the past six years. ever a laxative is required.
free race for all and that it is not at As there seems to be a chance now to
nil safe to prophesy who will be the advance and improve this bad state of
successful candidate and get the nom- affairs it should be taken advantage of
Mayor Carter H. Harrison of Chicaination for the presidency. Referring and there should be no lagging behind. go was incontinently and without the
to this state of affairs, the St. Louis It is the prevailing opinion among the benefit of clergy kicked out of the
at
state convention
a pretty gootl author majority of the tax payers and proper Democratic
owners that the city board of educaSpringfield, Illinois, on Tuesday last.
ity, says that United States Circuit ty
tion should move ahead rapidly in the When it is remembered that but a few
Judge George Gray of Delaware, has
of the sale of the Fort Marcy short months ago, this self same Har
matter
been placed in an anomalous position.
The Democratic state convention of addition, as well as sell the bonds au- rison was a strong candidate for the
his commonwealth wanted to instruct thorized by law and commence active Democratic
presidential nomination,
for him for the nomination for Presi- construction work on the buildings so people can well exclaim: "How have
the mighty fallen!" But the chances
dent, but he protested against this, greatly needed, not only for the peral-and asked to have the delegation re- sons of school age in this city, but ( are that Harrison and ins taction in
main free to vote for anybody at the so for the advancement and progress the Windy City will get even with the
national convention who should seem of the entire community.
fellows who did the kicking and will
at the time to be the best man for the
return it with heavy interest on eleccrisis.
the Delaware A VIRILE MAN VERSUS A FIGURE tion day on November 4. It is a long
Nevertheless,
HEAD.
lane in politics which has no turn.
Democracy's indorsement goes to Gray
One of the strong points in favor of
and this will be cited in his favor in
the St. Louis convention by those who Mr. Roosevelt and which will also be
Bourke Cochran, Tammany member
have been urging his nomination. The one of the main factors of his elec of Congress, is somewhat disgruntled
judge has many friends throughout tion is the virility, courage and out with the Democratic campaign comthe country. They will all be encour- spokenness of the man. He is a man mittee because it will not use his
aged by the tribute extended to him from the soles of his feet to the top of speech .n the tariff question delivered
his head and the people know it; he is within the closing days of the Fifty- by his state.
But Judge Gray has not the faintest of the people and the people like this eighth Congress as a tariff document
chance for the candidacy. A large ele- He is not simply a figure head lit Mr. Cochran feels hurt in his vanity
ment of the conservative wing of the most of the men who are mentioned and to him, that is next to being hurt
Democracy would like to see the Dela- for the Democratic presidential nom in his pocket. But as the Republicans
ware man nominated. Cleveland has nation. This condition of the political do not want him, he will have to stay
made it known that he would be glad situation is very aptly and properly de with the Democrats. This is a good
to see Gray put up, but Cleveland's in- scribed by the Kansas City Star, an in thing for the former, but bad and dis
with tasteful for the latter.
dorsement does not go except in the fluential journal
independent
east-anin a small part of the south. Democratic leanings, which says that
The western end of the Democracy is politics have become so frequently
The deported miners from Colorado
against Cleveland and all his works. mechanical that the professionals in who are in this Territory will experIt will antagonize any man or policy the business have come to the belief ience no difficulty in making a living,
that, they can manufacture not only provided they will behave themselves
that receives the
indorsement.
Nevertheless
the enco- the candidate, but the popular enthus in a peaceable and law abiding man
mium for Gray from his home state lasm to support him. Some times ner. They must not interfere with the
will have some influence in the na- they can make an automaton
with rights and privileges of other citizens
tional convention. It will get. him some enough semblance to a real popular of this Territory and must obey the
votes on the outside, though the con- candidate to evoke a certain measure laws, if not they will have to take the
vention is likely to declare for some- of acclaim; but when even that spe consequences.
cious attainment is contrasted with
body else.
This Gray movement renders it cer- the enthusiasm which the genuine
Deafness Cannot be Cured
tain that at least half a dozen persons creation arouses the result is painful.
Just now those persons who have by local applications, as they cannot reach
will receive votes in the St. Louis con
vention on the first ballot. These are made Judge Alton B. Parker a presl the diseased portion or tne ear. mere is only
one way to cure deafness, and that is by
Parker, Hearst, Olney, Wall, Gorman dential "possibility" are expressing constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused
and Gray. Votes are committed to all some disappointment that no warmth by an inflamed condition of the mucous lis
When this tube
titistarhian
in?
of
the
of these. Parker will stand first at the of sentiment has been aroused by his is inflamed you haye Tube.
a rumbling sound or
outset in the balloting. Hearst will be candidacy. But why should there be? iinuerfect hearlnir. and when it is entirely
Deafness is the result, and unless the
second. Some of Hearst's friends say The most volatile temperament cannot closed,
Inflammation cau he taKen out anil this tune
to its normal condition, hearing will
restored
a
will
he
painted hero. Judge Parker be
go to the head on the second worship
destroyed forever; nine vases out of t.'n
or third ballot. Whether this turns out may be all that he has been represent are
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
to be true or not, it is certain that his ed to be by his most earnest friends anWe
will give One Hundred Dollars for any
friends throughout the country con but the people do not like to form case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
cannot
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
tlnue to be active and hopeful. Gorman their estimates at second hand.
Send for circulars, free.
In the case of Mr. Roosevelt to
la in the field to stay, so some of his
K.J. CHUNKY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
adherents intimate. Wall, of course, is take a notable instance where popular
Take Hull's Fami'y Pills for constipation
only a local favorite. His strength approval ran away from the politicians
there is the flesh and blood of actual
does not extend far beyond Wisconsin.
Twice your money's worth at the
Olney looks for the vote of several accomplishment. Every man who yells Bon Ton.
ew isngiand states, in addition to for Roosevelt at a mass meeting or a
that of Massachusetts. The St. Louis convention could point to twenty rea
convention has so many elements of sons for his outburst and every one of
Rail'y.
uncertainty that the prophets will be them would be something Which Mr.
Roosevelt
himself
or
had
done
to
as
said
to the outcome in It
kept guessing
Effective Sunday, June 5, 1904.
until the last ballot is taken.
inspire confidence and warm public
North Bound
imagination. But if one should shout t'oilth Bound
POLITICS IN THE NEXT ASSEMBLY for Judge Parker and should be asked No 1 Mi
Stations.
Altl No i
"The people will see to it this fall the reason for his ardor he would be
o Lve
Santa Fe.. Arr 7,0001 8.00 p
that there is a good Democratic repre- rather embarrassed to fall back on "6.ooiT
a 6 " .. ..Donuciunv
6,650 1.4b
sentation in the next legislature, hav- something that Mr. Cleveland or Mr 6.10
6.83 a 16 " ...Vega Blanca
6,40M 7.25 p
"
22
D.
B. Hill had said about
7.0.) a
e,usu 7.1U n
Kennedy...
the New 7.18
ing learned from experience that it
0,1 2V 6.Sfi p
Clark. ...
a 28 "
does not do to allow one party to have fork jurist.
7
6.37W 6 08 p
a 41 "
Stanley....
6.25U
0.38 p
After all, "mechanics" do not go very 8.20 a 52 "
full sway. Southern New Mexico will
Moriarty
5 22 p
8.36 a 61 " ... .Mcintosh.
6,175
send a solid Democratic delegation. far with the people. Manufactures and 8.52 a 69 "
6.14M n.ue
Estanciu
p
VVillard...
6,12a 4.41 p
Local Republicans nursing boomlets iberal arts may do very well as an ex 9.14 a 81 ""
9.32 a K
6.21W 4.19 p
Progresgo..
hibition
of
skill
of political craftsthe
will do well to bear this in mind."
9.52 a 99 "
6,285 4 .04 p
Bianea,...
Torrance.. Lve; 6,47f 3 .30 p
men, but the people naturally prefer 10.25 a Uf Arr
Silver City Independent.
This is very nice campaign talk and something that nature has made. God
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
that is all. Southern New Mexico will made Judge Parker, the man; but D. the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
send some Democratic representatives B. Hill seems to have rights to a pat points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monto the legislative assembly, but by no ent on Mr. Parker, the presidential
'
tana, Washington and the Great North
means will there be a solid delegation candidate.
west.
from that section. All the Republicans
Connecting at Torrance, N. M witn
ask Is that the Democratic members
There are a number of politicians the El
System for
of the legislature from the south and several newspapers in this Terri Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis
and all
shall be good men with the best in- tory that have made themselves be points east and for El Paso, Texas and
terests of the Territory at heart and lieve that joint statehood with Ari- all points in Southern New Mexico,
who Will work for and pass measures zona under the pending bill in Con Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
for the benefit of the people. If so, gress, if it becomes law, will be adoptConnecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
they will get along very well indeed ed by the people of the territories of points east and west on the Atchison,
with the majority which the Republ- New Mexico and Arizona. There is Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
icans are sore to have in the Thirt.-- - not much harm in this! They can enFor rates and Information aadress
sixth Legislative Assembly in both joy this flattering unction just as long
B. W. ROBBINS,
On
branches.
the eve of election
they please.
General Passenger Agent,
day and after the votes upon the meas8anta Fe, N. M
Straws show which way the politi- ure are counted, they will know betThe New Mexican Printing Com-uescal Wind blows. The Democrats of ter; they will be sadder and wiser
and dispatc- -.
Colorado are not claiming that they men. The masses of the voters in the
two
are
territories
the
propoagainst
will carry the state In this campaign.
The finest dinner in the city at the
sition as it now stands.
Bon Ton.
few Mexican want and mtaceilane-All legal blanks at tbe New Mexican.
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
ada always bring good results.
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Santa Fe,

Office Sena Block.

J. M. VAUGHN, Cashier.
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Palace
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WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law-

HENRY L. WALDO, Vke President

.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,
WILLIAM

THE FIRST NATIONAL

N. M.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

BANK

Las Cruces, New Mexico,

District attorney for Dona Ana Otero.
Grant, Luna and Sierra Countlee.
Third Judicial District.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe it

M
Land and mining business a specialty!

United States Designated Depositary.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Countlee
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos
and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE,

The Palace Hotel

Attorney-at-Law-

"Mining cases and mineral patent!
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,
NEW MEXICO,

Rooms for Commercial Aon.

FRANK W. CLANCY,

New Mexico

Santa Fe

.

Practices in all the courts.

jgfcMAM VAVOHN, PROP.

Lare Sample

E. C. ABBOTT,

$

Cuisine and TnWt
Service Unexcelled

IteMTsMd and Refur-aiake- d
Throughout.

Globe-Democra- t,

ISO

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,

EUGENE A. F1SKE,
'
Attorney and Counselor at Law,,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and district Court Practice,

Ptoprietote

R.J. PALEN, Presides.

New Mexico

:

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
In the Capitol.

d

Santa Fe Central
mCS TABLE

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.

Attorney-at-Law-

gjr

""-kl-

j

at Law.

Attorneys

Attorney-at-La-

(Dis'

Pr
the

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

ALB

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

Practices ia the Supreme and DlatrM?
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

Oustanding Assurance
Dec. 31. 1903 . . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903
Income '
Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all

OSTEOPATHY

$1,409,918,742.00
322.047.968.00
73.718.350.93
381.226.035.53

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chroaie
diseases without drugs or medicines.
.
No Charge for Pnnaititoi- Hours: 1 i

307.871.897.50
73.354,138.03

DR. C.
Office, Kahn Block,

Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

JAMESIW. ALEXANDER, President.

108

9--

Store.

34.949.672.27

1903

South Side

C. 0. HARRISON, D. D. S
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Vice-Presiden- t.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

A.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
No.

other liabilities

JAMES H. HYDE,

f

so b
Coua

Civil Engineers
"

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,"
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

P. HOGLE

&

&

j

Typewriting.

'

LEW H. BLAKeT
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone Iff

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type-

writer. Translations

OALXSTEO STREET
Beat of Refeence Given as an EMBALMER.

RESIDENCE 'PHONE

From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made,
Office with U.S. Attorney
for tha
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Santa Fe, N. H

Ni bt Call
141

mm
S

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

First class short order meals at the
Bon Ton.

"OUR PLACE"

Will Be Pound a Full Line of Table Wines tor Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : : 1

W. R. PRICE.

Prop.

Santa Fe.

N. M.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors fir Cigars
Imported and Native Wines for

Use.

Family
OUR SPECIALTIES- - Old Craw, McBrayar. Oockenheime?
Rye, Taylor

SAN PRANCISCO STREET

SANTA

HB.it

ft

Saita Fe New Mexican, Friday, Jane t7, i 904.

Cancerous Ulcers

MINES AND MILLS.

ROOTED IN THE BLOOD.
After the age of 45 or 50, when the vital powers are
naturally weaker, it is noticed that a hurt of any kind
heals slowly, and often a very insignificant scratch or
bruise becomes a bad ulcer or sore. At this time of life
warty growths, moles and pimples that have been on the
body almost from birth begin to inflame and fester, and
before very long are large eating, sloughing ulcers.
vvneneverasoreorulcer is
Dear Sirs: I have not words
to
Slow in healing then you may praise
your great medicine. I had a fore on my
be sure something is radical- temple for several years. It would itch and
burn and
would scab over, but
ly wrong With your blood, never heal.bleed,
The doctor, pronounced it OumS
S.
S.
After
8.
awhile the sore began to
s
Some old taint or poison that
taking
charSf. and when all the poisonous matter had
hppn siuniDenngtnereior
out
it healed. I took in all about
passed
is beginning to assert bottles, taking it for some time after it had
an4
beout
and
and breaks
nofiSnot?" yea"
comes a bad ulcer and per- - Grant, Audrain County, Mo. JOSEPHUS BE ID,
haps the beginning of Cancer. These old sores are rooted in the blood, and
while washes, soaps, salves, etc., keep the surface
clean, they are not healing. A blood medicine to
purify and strengthen the polluted blood, and a tonic
to build up the general system is what is needed, and
a. 0. t. is 111st sucn a remeay. jno poison is so now- erful and no germ so deadly that this great vegetable blood remedy cannot
reach it, and ulcers of every kind quickly yield to its wonderful curative
properties. Medical advice or any information you may desire will be given
Dy our pnysiciau witnout charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
1
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Those Awful Headaches
MBsBaBCMhk..VVV

EM

Aro sure indications of soma form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
dou'ttake calomel or qmnino both aro dangerous
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The Mining Crongress.
Hon. J. H. Richards of Boise. Idaho
of the American
Mining
president
Congress, which will hold its seventh
annual session in Portland. Oregon
August 22 to 27, inclusive, in discuss
ing the outlook for the coming meet
ing, said:
"In my judgment the Portland con
vention of the American Mining Con
gress will exceed in interest, as well
as in the number of delegates present
any former session of that body. The
national character of the congress if
becoming better understood, and the
A cigar that is always the same
national importance of mining as oiu
of the greatest elements of permanen
in quality and price, 5 cents.
cy and stability in sustaining indus
trial and commercial progress, is being
more fully recognized. The people of
Portland as well as those of the state
of Oregon, as evidenced by the news
papers printed in the city and state
are taking a very earnest interest in
developing Oregon's mining resources.
and naturally feel a solid and substan
tial interest in the success of the Con
gress, knowing that it will not only
A smoke for particular smokers.
serve to direct attention to Portland as
a city, but to the varied resources of
the state and the Pacific northwest
generally.
is
"As a convention city Portland
splendidly situated, both as regards Its
hotel accommodations and on account
is
of the great variety of attractive natural scenery in its environs. I know
of no other part of the United States
s
that in variety and magnificence of
scenic attractions can surpass the territory immediately surrounding Portland for about one hundred miles in
all directions, the
peaks.
Mounts Hood, St. Helens and Adams.
the innumerable Pacific coast resorts,
or, to put. it in a more condensed form,
everything that the harmonious blending of mountain, valley, river and
ocean can present.
"But the enduring picture of all this
grandeur and beauty, coupled with the
capacity to sustain such a vast homo
and industrial life as will in the near
future thrive within this landscape, is
COMMON PROPERTY.
what heightens the attractiveness of
ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
lmPORTflHT CHflNBE.
this highly favored section to me.
Deep tearing or wrenching pains, oc"In the light of the surrounding con Public Praise is Public Property. San
casioned by getting wet through;
st
In Passenger Schedule on the Santa worse when at rest, or on
ditions as I see them, it would be profta Fe People May Profit By Lomoving
Fe Central Railway Daylight Pasitable to all delegates to the American
the limbs and in cold or damp weather
cal Experience.
is cured quickly by Ballard's
Between
Snow
Grateful people will talk.
Mining Congress who have the time at
senger Service
Santa Fe and El Paso.
their disposal, to arrange to remain in
Liniment. Oscar Oleson Gibson City,
Tell their experience for the public
and around Portland for some time af good, v
The Santa Fe Central Railway Com- Illinois, writes Feb. 16, 1902: "A year
ter the convention closes, or else to
Santa Fe citizens praise Doan's Kid pany will inaugurate effective June 5, ago I was troubled with a pain in my
1904, new passenger service between back. It soon got so bad I could not
arrange to arrive there some time in ney Pills.
Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection bend over. One bottle of Ballard's
advance of the meeting, in order to
Kidney sufferers appreciate this.
avail themselves of the numerous op
Sys- Snow Liniment cured me."
25c, 50c,
They find relief for every kidney ill. with the El
tem. This new service will be daily $1.00 at Fischer's Drug u,
portunities for pleasant excursions
Read what this citizen says:
that will be provided. The citizens of
C'harle" Harris,
of San and close connection will be made at
El
Portland have a thoroughly representa- Miguel
Pumpkin pie like your mother used
across Torrance, New Mexico, with the
says: "The aching
tive committee in charge of all local the sms of my back was not the kin,"'
System trains to to make, at the Bon Ton.
matters connected with the congress, that couies from overwork, it was deep- and from El Paso and all points south,
HANNA INSURANCE
and this committee is heartily
AGENCY,
er seated and much more painful, posi east and west, of El Paso.
Fe Central train No 1 will Writes Fire, Life and Accident InsurSanta
with our secretary, Colonel Ir
to
me
some
inward
that
tively proving
6
a. m.
ance.
win Mahon.
cause existed. When an attack was In leave Santa Fe daily at o'clock a.
and arrive at Torrance, 10:25
m., Phone 66.
Offices Griffin Block.
"Among other things I have been in- - the
could
I
not
stage,
stoop
leave Torrance 10 : .'50 a. m. and,arrive
the I to aggravated
formed that at the convention
on
shoe
or
a
lift any weight and El Paso fi
Chamberlain's
Stomach
and Liver
p. m. El
Portland Commercial Club, easily the if Iput
managed to stoop after suffering
train No.4 will depart from
Tablets Better Than a Doctor's
most handsomely
System
equipped popular
I
exto
went
when
straighten
El Paso 7:25 a. m. arrive Torrance
commercial body in the west, is to twinges
Prescription.
cruciating pangs were sure to be my re- :!:25 p. m. Santa Fe Central train No.
Mr. J. W. Turner,
of Truhart, Va
give a reception at which the dele ward. Doan's
at
Pills
procured
Kidney
2 will leave Torrance 3:30 p. m. arsays that Chamberlain's Stomach and
gates and citizens may become ac Ireland's
Pharmacy stopped every ag- rive Santa Fe 8 p. m. Connection will Liver Tablets have done him more
quainted. A trolley ride, showing the
varied and peculiar attractions of gravated attack. I sincerely hope that also be made at Torrance with all good than anything he could get from
backache and I have parted company." trains to and from the east via the El the doctor. If any
Portland, will be another feature of inphysician in this
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
and Rock Island country was able to compound a mediare
terest while the local committees
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole Systems,
all El
cine that would produce such gratifyarranging for side trips at reduced
rates for delegates, who not only wish agents for the United States.
System trains will carry Pullman ing results in cases of stomach troubthe name Doan's and standard, wide vestibule equipment, a les, biliousness or
Remember
to enjoy the scenic attractions, but
his
constipation,
standard and tourist sleeper, also whole time would be used in preparing
desire to investigate the different min take no other.
chair car. These trains will also car this one medicine. For sale by all
ing sections throughout the territory
of which Portland is the center.
For sick headache take Chamber- ry Rock Island System dining cars in druggists.
"J. Frank Watson, third vice presi lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and which all meals will bo served.
Attention is also called to the fact
Tell your troubles to Goldie.
He
dent of the American Mining Congress, a quick cure is certain. For sale by
and will not only repair your watch and
that the El
and president of the Merchants Na- all druggists.
Rock Island systems are paying espe clock, but will put your sewing mational Bank of Portland, represents not
cial attention to World's Fair travel. chine or typewriter in order, and will
only the executive department of the
It has been arranged for their trains guarantee satisfaction or refund your
American Mining Congress, but is also
Notice for Publication.
to arrive in St. Louis in the morning money. Goldie Chapman, 208 Don Gas-pa- r
No.
Claim
with
the
Portland
861.)
(Small
Holding
committee,
acting
DEPARTMENT OF THE NTERIOR,
and theirs' is the only line from the
and it is assured that the representa
Avenue, near Norniandie Hotel.
United States Land Otlice. Santa Fe, N. M. southwest which has its own station
tive mining men of the west will find
June 1, 1904. Notice is hereby given that the at the World's Fair grounds, and passVia D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
a hearty and cordial welcome in Port- following-nameclaimant has tiled notice of
his intention to make final proof in support engers traveling via this line may and return, 15 day tickets $40.70; 60
land.
11 of the
IK
and
sections
claim
of his
under
"It is the intention to provide espe act of March 8. 1891 (26 Stats ,854), as amended leave the train at the World's Fair day tickets $48.15; season tickets
of
act
the
Stats,, 470), gates and avoid the crowds and delay $j7.S0.
S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
February 21. 1893 (27 before
by
comfort
convenience
and
for
the
cially
The
and that said proof will be Nmade
M
on July 20, at the Union Station.
McBride, Agt, Santa Fe.
of visiting newspaper men, represent Probate Clerk at Santa Fe,
For passenger rates and other infor
viz; Man u el C. de Baca for the Tract in
ing not only the western publications 1904,
Sec. 4, T. UN., R. 9 E., N. M. P. M. He
The Santa Fe announces another serbut those printed in the great metro- names the following witnesses to prove his mation address or call on B. W. Rob-bincontinuous adverse possession of said
general passenger agent, Santa ies of homeseekers' tickets from points
politan cities, and it is also desired actual
the
next
tract for twenty years
preceding
viz: Andres C. de Fe Central Railway, Santa Fe, New in the middle west to New Mexico and
that newspaper representatives from survey of the township,
of Santa Fe, N. M., George Trnjlllo, of Mexico.
Haca,
of
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
session
countries
this
attend
foreign
Kennedy. N. M., Agapito Sena, Ambrosio
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
the congress.
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.
person who desires to protest against
be
good for 21 days from date of sale.
from every theAny
"We want delegates
OLD
of
CURES
SORES.
allowance of said proof, or who knows
will be sold every first and third
They
section of the United States, and we any substantial reason under the laws and
Westmoreland, Kansas, May 5, 1902.
the Interior Department why
regulations ofshould
Tuesday from May to December.
have reason to anticipate an especial such
will
Co.:
Snow
Ballard
be
Liniment
Your
allowed
be
not
proof
at the
ly large attendance from Colorado, given an opportunity
e
the wit- Snow Liniment cured an old sore on
and place to
Notice for Publication.
New Mexico, Arizona, Montana, Wyo- time
nesses of said claimant, and tc offer evidence the side of my chin that was supposed
submitted hv elaiaaut.
(Small Holding Claim No. 2617.)
to
be
a
cancer.
ming, California, Utah. Nevada, Idaho, in rebuttal of that
stubsore
was
The
Maui ei. K. Oteho. Register.
Department of the Interior.
Washington, Oregon, Kansas and Misborn and would not yield to treatment
United States Land Office. Santa Fe. N. M..
souri.
until I tried Snow Liniment, which did May
28. 1904. Notice is hereby given that the
'The program at the Portland meet
WORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES.
claimant has filed notice of
the work in short, order. My sister, following-namehis intention to make final proof in support
Can anything be worse than to feel Mrs. Sophia J. Carson, Allensville, of
ing will be one of especial interest,
his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the
and among those who will address the that every minute will be your last? Miffln County Pa., has a sore and mis- act of March 3, 189 (26 Stats , 854) . as amended
the act of February 21, 1891 (27 Stats., 470),
congress are some of the best speakers Such was the experience of Mrs. S. H. trusts that it is a cancer. Please send by
will be made before
snd that said
In the United States, while the experts Newson, Decatur, Ala., "For 3 years" her a 50c bottle. For sale by Fischer Probate Clerk atproof
Santa Fe. N. til., on July 20,
1904, viz : Jose Gonzales for the Tract in See.
United
States gov- she writes, "I endured insufferable Drug Co.
representing the
4.T.13N., K. 9E . N. M P. M. Me names
ernment will be a feature of vital im- pain from indigestion, stomach and
the following witness to prove his actual
continuous adverse possession of said tract
Death seemed inev
portance. This meeting at Portland is bowel trouble.
Mexican calientes served only at the for twenty years next preceding the survey
the
of the township, viz: Andres C de Baca of
when doctors and all remedies Bon Ton.
expected to decide definitely upon
Santa Fe, N. M., George Trujillo of Kennedy,
question of permanent business head- failed. At length I was induced to try
N M , Agapito Sena, Ambrosio Pino of Galisteo, N.'M.
quarters for the American Mining Electric Bitters and the result was miAny person who desires to protest against
Congress, adequately equipped to con- raculous. I improved at once and now
Notice for Publication.
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
duct the business of the congress be I'm completely .recovered." For liver,
substantial reason, under the laws and
any
(Small Holding Claim No. 26Z0.)
regulations of the Interior Department,
tween Its sessions. There will doubt kidney, stomach and bowel troubles
Department of the Ihiirioii,
why such proof should not he allowed, will
less be an interesting contest between j Electric Bitters is the only medicine.
United States Land Office Santa Fe. N. M.' be given an opportunity at the above mene
1. 19 4.
the
Notice is hereby given that the tioned time and place to
different western cities in regard to Only 50c. It's guarant 1 by Fischer June
following-nameclaimant has filed notice of witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evithe location of this permanent head- Drug Co.
his Intention to make final proof in support dence in rebuttal of that submitted by
of his claim under sections 16 and 17 of the claimant.
quarters, while the decision of the
Mantel R. OtsBO. Register.
act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854). a amended
congress as to its next place of meetby the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stuts., 470),
World's
to
to
the
want
If
get
and that said proof will be made before The
you
ing will also be an important matter
Probate- Clerk at Santa Fe, N. M on Julv 30.
THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Sta- 1904.
izand a subject of some rivalry.
Pancracio C de Baca for the Tract
at
cars
Would quickly leave you, if you used
leave
St.
the
right
tion,
Sec. 4, T. 13 N . K. 9 E..N. M. P M. He
in
Louis,
"We must not cease to press our
names the following witnesses to
his Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
demand upon Congress for an inde the World's Fair gates, take the Santa actual continuous adverse possessionprove
of said
Fe Central and Rock Island.
tract for twenty years next preceding the of sufferers have proved their matchpendent department of mines and
viz: Andres C de less merit for sick and nervou. headsur.eyof the township,
Baca, of Santa Fe, N. M George Trujillo, of
mining. This is one of the necessary
N. M
Sena, Ambrosio aches. They make pure blood and
DESPERATION.
Kennedy.
DRIVEN
TO
Arapito
to
be
taken
in accomplishing
steps
Pino, of Galisteo, N M
build up your health. Only 25 cents,
out
of
inthe
an
at
way
place,
the aims of the congress, and the
Living
Any person who desires to protest against
said
of
allowance
who
or
knows
the
of
money back if not cured. Sold by the
is
a
proof,
family
stitution of such a department is just remote from civilization
substantial reason under the laws and Fischer Drug Company.
as essential and will be found to be often driven to desperation in case of any
the
of
Interior
why
regulations should not be Department
allowed will be
proof
just as salutary as the creation of the accident, resulting in burns, cuts, such
en an opportunity at the
git
Engraved visiting cards with or with
wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay in a supply time and place to
the witdepartment of agriculture."
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the nesses of said claimant, a.id to offer evidence out plate furnished by the New Mexl
In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
can Printing Company,
boat on earth. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
lUatmi, K. Oramo, Register

'

Largest Seller in the World.
The 3and

Smoker

snow-cappe-

the
Protection.

d

fi--

I

n

n

n

baa all their virtues none of tholr
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
thodigestivo organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TRY IT
All Drugglst9.
50o o. Dottle,
TO-DA-

HERBINE is sold and guaranteed

3

by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Ft

L PASO ROUTES
Texas & Pacific Railway

n

1

d

.

above-mention-

cross-examin-

milwayJP

d

1

'No

trouble to

anvr questions'

NIGHT EXPRESS

--

....

J

NEW SCHEDULE lUCll
II VV
. . . .

TZRAIHSJ"

aross-examin-

d

Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
This handsome solid vestlbuled train Direct connections made for all point!
runs through to New Orleans, SHreve-por- t North. East and Southeast.
For schedules, rates and other
and St. Louis without change.
call on or address,
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles
to Chicago and intermediate points.

Southwestern
EL

L. G. LEONARD
Traveling Passenger Agent
EL

PA0,

TEXAS

. .

.

.

R. W. CURTIS

Passenger Agent

PASO, TEXAS -

TURN
Cen. Passenger and Ticket Agent
DALLAS, TEXAS

.

above-mentione- d

cross-exami-

4
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It's Time to Change
Give your faithful but tired Winter
took courage to wear a Spring Suit.
keep on your Winter "duds." If you
dressed men here were wearing Suits

! !

Suit a rest. A few days ago it
Now it takes more courage to
knew how many of the very best
bought here you'd be surprised

$8.50, $!0, $14, $18

up to

Is our scale of prices on Spring Suits, and remember that our

Guarantee of Style and Service

Goes with every sale we make. We shall be pleased to show you the
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN
Leading Dry Goods and Clothing Merchants in the City of Santa Fe.
249-25- 3
San Francisco St. Phone No. J 08
J& J&

: PERSONAL
MAMONDS

J

JEWELRY
of

KXm HU!tEEJEWELIT

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE. ETC.
AM. KtMM OF AMIONt IN

Fob Chains,
filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cages,

(tooth Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

FLOWERS

A

SPECIALTY

1

Jfc

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

12

j&

0

&

P.

O.

Box

457

j&

fct iJr

C. B.

4,8

MENTION
tjt

tfit

IT.

S.

SPECIAL SALE

!

!

For the next two weeks we will place on sale our new and attractive line of Ladies'
Summer Waists at the following reduced prices:
75c Waists reduced to . . . 50c
2.25 Waists reduced to
.85

1.00
J. 25

J.50

$25

,tt

SPECIAL SALE

J.75
2.00

"

"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

.

.

"...
"...

"...

"

00

2.75
3.00

J.20
.35
J. 50

3.50
4.25
6.00

75c

" '

.

...

"

"
"
"
"

"

"

"

"

.

.

.

.

2.00
2.35
,2.80

.

""....

3.50
4.75

We have them in all the leading" styles and newest materials and designs.

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
THE IOWBST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS.

s

P. O. BOX 219

from Washington, D. ,C, last evenin
Thev are staying at the residence of
Mrs. C. A. Haynes on Johnson Street.
J. H, Billingston, auditor of the Denver & Rio Grande system, was a visitor in the city today. He has just
completed a tour of inspection of the
various lines of that system.
Charles Weiller of Antonito, left for
Estancia, this morning, driving overland, where he has been employed to
make government surveys. He was
accompanied by Gorden Goebel.
J. H. M. Alarid of Galisteo, who is
a teacher and has been employed in
the public schools of that town for
some years, was in the city today visiting relatives and purchasing supplies.
J. R. Tanner, the carpenter in charge
of the work on the new laundry at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium left this morning
for Cincinnati. He went via the San
ta Fe Central and Rock Island roads.
Eugonio Romero, treasurer and exofflcio collector of San Miguel County,
who was in town Thursday on business
with the Santa Fe Central Railway officials, returned to Las Vega3 yester

'PHONE NO. 36
proper taking care of the delegates. home in the World's Fair City, expectHeadquarters have been secured at the ing to return here by the 30th of June.

Wellington Hotel, where the members
of the delegation will meet for consultation and for business.

W. H. Newcomb of Silver City, one
the alternates to the Chicago Republican convention from this Territory, informs the New Mexican that he
of

WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair in
eolith portion tonight and Saturday;
local showers and warmer in north portion.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 73
degrees, at 12:60 p. in.; minimum, 53
The mean
degress, ai 4:00 a. in.
temperature for the 24 hours was 02 degrees. Relative humidity, 50 percent.
Precipitation", 0 02 of an inch.
Temperature at 0:00 a. in. today, 50
degrees.
U. S.

army,
Major
Vogdes,
and family are guests at the
Palace.
intended to leave today for Chicago,
E. E. Herman, station agent at Lamy
but that unforseen business engagearrived In town last evening and spent
ments prevented him from doing so
today here.
and that he will be unable to be presJ. O. Tllden of Denver, representing
ent at. the great Republican gathering
a tobacco factory, is in the city today
which takes place June 21.
on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Wise and
C. E. Halsey, a cattle buyer from
of Denver, are guests at the
children
evenPueblo, arrived in the city last
To make man better, make
Claire. Mr. Wise is a retired clergying. He is here to buy stock.
man and is looking for a location. He trade
better. To make trade,
Miss McDride of Espanola, arrived in
has come to New Mexico partly for
town last evening. She is here on a
health reasons and partly to gather better, make goods better.
visit to her nephew P. H. McBride.
material for certain literary work he
James Lamb, superintendent of the
Schilling's Best:
has in hand. He called at the Bureau
tea
Rocky Mountain Fuel Company, at Mar
of Immigration
ptcet
where
pamphlets,
coffee
drid, was In the city today on business.
flavoring extract
soda
maps and other information were furWilliam Eraser of this city, who has
nished him.
Your grocers; moneyback.
spent the past few days in Bland on
Matt. G. Reynolds, attorney for the
mining matters, returned last evening.
United States with the Court of PriMiss Fisher, who has been visiting day.
"
T A TT r? irriTi-i- vate Land Claims, has abo- -'
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of
her father in the city for a week, was
the
affairs
of
his
office
an
a passenger for Las Vegas this morn- the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Comon the .10th day of Jin
pany returned to the city today. He ready
ing.
the
government
property an
William H. Swyers came up from has been looking after the various ords in his
over 't
possession
of
the
throughout
company
Southern Santa Fe County yesterday. properties
cial designated by the depa
He is a miner and experienced well the Territory.
justice to receive them. He
Owen L. Wood, son of Professor J.
driller.
morning via the Santa Fo
E. L. Critchlow, chief clerk of the A. Wood, will return soon from Terra
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, Haute, Indiana, where he has been at
left last evening for a brief visit to Al- tending the Rose Polytechnic Institute
and will spend the summer in Santa
buquerque.
San Francisco St.
Telephone 6.
Fe visiting his parents.
Mrs. M. B. Echols, of Thatcher, AriMrs. L. L. Brown of San Marcial, is
zona, was seeing the sights
in the
A. Har-ve- l
Capital City today. She was register in the city the guest of Mrs. L.
at her home on Johnson Street.
1
ed at the Claire.
Mrs. Brown taught in the Santa Fe
L.
Bradford Prince, schools
eight years ago and has many
who has been in Albuquerque on legal
warm friends in the city.
business, was a passenger for home on
Allen G. Kennedy, civil engineer.who
today's noon train.
is engaged on an important engineerJesse Slaughter of Chicago, who
ing project in the southern part of the
represents a dry goods firm of that Territory,
came in today on the noon
city, was looking after trade in the train. He will remain here several
CITY, COLORADO, STBRWBERRIES
Capital1 City today.
days on a visit to his family.
W. D. Lee, general manager of the
D. Qulntana and a number of citiSanta Fe Central Railway, left this zens from
Pojoaque are in town today
morning for a tour of inspection over consulting with County Superintendent
the line of that road.
By Us Eve
of Schools John V. Conway. They are
T. E. Hamilton, merchant of El Rito
recent
of
the
the
results
Next Week They Will Be at Their B
contesting
Rio Arriba County, arrived from the school elections in district No. 1.
north last evening and spent the day
Mrs. Francis
Crosson, formerly a
in the city on business.
FRESH VEGETABLES TWICF
resident of this city, but who now reSisters of Charity Mary Paul and sides in Albuquerque, where her husyvilhelmina, who have been stationed band is a practicing physician, arrived
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
at the Sanitarium, left this morning today on a visit to Mrs. G. W. Kuaebel.
for Colorado Springs for their annual She will remain here several days.
retreat.
Gus Mulholland who has charge of
W. O. O'Bryan, who has been su- the drilling; of the artesian well on
We Have Jast Received Another Car of
perintending the erection of the new the grounds at the U. S. Industrial Inlaundry at St. Vincent's Sanitarium, dian School came inr today from Esleft last evening for his home in Cin tancia where he had been on business
cinnati.
connected with his work on the well.
D. A. Dailey, who has been supervisWilliam E. Parsons, clerk of the
ing the installation of the machinery in Palace
and wife, will leave tothe new laundry of St. Vincent's Sani- morrow Hotel,
for St. Louis and Chimorning
tarium, left last evening for his home cago, where
will attend
the
they
BOSS PATENT : : :
in Cincinnati.
for
lb. Sack
World's Fair and visit relatives. They
F. E. Dunlavy, president of the Dun- to
to
Fe
return
in three
Santa
expect
CRYSTAL PATENT :
lb. Sack
$1 .40 for
lavy Mercantile Company, went south weeks.
this morning on a visit to the stores
H. S.
the rustling agent of the
of the company along the line of the Santa FeLutz,
Railway in this city, arrived
Santa Fe Central.
home last evening from Pennsylvania,
J. 8. CANDELABIO
bilviano Roibal, superintendent of where he has been visiting his old
301 San Francisco
St,
schools for Rio Arriba County, arrived home. Mrs. Lutz and three children
in the city yesterday. He will remain will remain east for some time to
here several days attending to school come.
affairs and legal matters.
W. R. Brown, division freight and
.1. M. Moore, assistant attditor
of the passenger agent of the Santa Fe with
Denver &. Rio Grande system, spent headquarters at El Paso was a visitor
today in the city. He accompanied J. to the Capital today in the interest ol
H. Billingston, the auditor of the road his road. Mr. Brown is a plea?ant and
on the tour of inspection;
popular railroad official and well lilted
the business commmiil;- of this
by
Eusebio Chacon of Las Vegas, who
,
has been in the city attending the ses- city.
C. F. Easley left last evening for a
sion of the TJ. S. Court of Private Land
Claims, Tuesday, was a passenger for trip to various joints in the east. He
goes on mining business and will visit
the Meadow City yesterday.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago, WashMrs. II. T. Gibson, wife of Hie man
and other places and also be
ington,
r
ager of the Postal Telegraph Company present at the Democratic convention
in this city, left this morning via the which
meets in the World's Fair Citv
Santa Fe Central for Mount Vernon,
C.
He will be gone several
July
Illinois, on a visit to relatives.
weeks.
Benjamin E. Shaffer, who has been
Captain William E. Dame of Albu
appointed stenographer and typewriter querque, secretary and member of the
in the office of the register of the land New Mexico
delegation to the Chica-office in this city accompanied by his go
Republican convention, is in the The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
sister, Miss Florence Shaffer, arrived Windy City arranging matters for the Relics from the Cliff Dwellinys. Beautiful Mexican Draicn Work.
Box 346,
baking-powde-

GEOCEES

Fashion Has Decreed
That tan shoes shall take the lead this
season.
Consult our grand display if you want to
be swell.
Also a fine line of patent leather and other
nobby styles in shoes and Oxfords for the
particular dresser.
LOOK IN THE WINDOW AND SEE
The samples of Beaottfal Hosiery !

iKOTJRY'S
$

CATRON BLOCK

PHONE 148

CPU

Are Received

BOSS PATEJttT and

CRYSTAL PATENT

$1.50

The Hallack
Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard lot 0

THE OLD CURIO STORE

-

and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
For Sale by
5
W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

'

1

Leads Them

IRELAND'S

50
50

FAMOUS

All

ICE

CREAM

SODA.
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BULLETIN

ISSDED

BY

DE-

-

PBBTPlEUr OF HBBIGIILTUBE
Will Describe the Methods of Prepar
ing Land in the Arid Sections for

Irrigation.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

J

Adaline Weiss, who has beeu ill
at the home of Major R. J. Palen on
Palace Avenue is convalescent and able
to be about again.
The Woman's Home and Foreign Missionary Society of the Presbyterian
Church will meet tomorrow (Saturday)
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the residence
of Mrs, F. P. Crichtonon Palace Avenue.
Sunday will be Flower Dav at the
Territorial Penitentiary. This annual
celebration is looked forward to by ihe
prisoners as a bright day In their prison
All persons wishing to donate
life.
flowers to this cause are requested to
leave them at the residence of Mrs. I.
A Harvey on Johnson Street sometime
during tomorrow (Saturday) forenoon.
A refreshing shower fell la.st night in
the city laying the dust and registering
Fair
0.02 of an inch of precipitation.
weather is predicted in the south por
tion for tonight and Saturday and local
showers and warmer weather In the
north portion. The maximum temperature yesterday was 72 degrees at 12:55
p. m. ana tne minimum i degrees at
Mis

recent dispatch from Washington
says that the office of experiment sta
tions. United States department of
agriculture, will soon issue a bulletin
describing methods of preparing land
for Irrigation and applying water to
crops in different sections of the arid
region of the United States. In this
bulletin the methods of getting rid of
the ground,
sagebrush, smoothing
building laterals and distributing wat
er over fields as developed by the ex
perience of farmers in irrigated dis
tricts are brought together and de
scribed. The tools and implements
used are illustrated and the cost of
the work, based upon actual examples
in different states, is given. The pur
pose is to afford beginners a reliable
guide both as to the cost of bringing
wild land under cultivation and meth
ods best suited to different soils, cli
mates and crops. The facts included
in this bulletin have been gathered by
the irrigation investigations of this of
with the
lice, acting in
state experiment stations and the 4:00 a. m.
state engineers' offices.
La Tertulia Idiomatica will meet on
This bulletin brings out the fact, not Saturday at 3: 30 o'clock at the resi
well understood, that the cost of pre- dence of Miss Bates.
is in many
paring land for irrigation
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
'
instances greater than the cost of will hold its regular weekly meeting
building canals and reservoirs. De- at Odd Fellows' Hall at 7:30 o'clock
tailed figures of the cost of checking this evening.
land show that it varies in certain disOn account of the hard times caused
tricts in California from $9.9C to $18.08
the drouth, Davis, the plaza photo
by
per acre. This is more than twice the
is advertising photographs at
cost of the canal system in the San grapher,
$1 per dozen.
is
Joaquin Valley, California, which
Lean not upon others: rely upon
given in the report of the census
bureau for 1902 as $4.99 per irrigated your own strength; earn your own doacre. Where the preparing of land is llars; save and deposit as many of
contracted for the cost of checking va- these as you can with the Plaza Trust
ries from $7.r0 to $20 per acre. The and Savings Bank of Las Vegas.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Fa- price of preparing land for Hooding is
much less but is $5 per acre in Wyo- cundo Ortiz was baptized yesterday at
ming. The need of a better under- 3 o'clock in the afternoon at the Cathe
standing of this particular branch of dral by the Vicar General Antonio
irrigation practice is becoming more Fourchegu. The boy was named Anand more important. Reservoirs and tonio Facundo Ortiz.
canals are but means to accomplish a
The funeral of the late Mrs. Mary L.
to increase Duncan, wife of Hon. James S. Duncan
..
.
e value of of Las
Vegas, will be held from the
ds upon ramily residence of the deceased in the
ill serve Meadow City,
Sunday, June 19. Yes
of the terday dispatches announced the death
?r will of this estimable woman.
when
Train No. 2 from the south and
lected
west was seven hours late yesterday
at, means
and about six hours late today. A stub
of applying water, and not. as at preshowever, was run from Albu
train,
ent, those of canal and reservoir build- querque to La Junta today carrying El
ing.
Paso passengers and mail to that town
About thirty different methods of ap- for connection with Colorado trains
plying water are now in use. This going east.
does not mean that there are 30 disannual commenceThe forty-fifttinct systems, but. includes the differ- ment
of St. Michael's College will take
ent ways of preparing land by checkon Monday evening, June 20, at
ing, compartments, deep and shallow place
As the hall is too small
o'clock.
7:30
furrows, flooding, sprinkling and
of the
The bulletin gives some of to accommodate the parents
their
and
friends,
only
many
pupils
diftests
of
of
of
series
a
the results
those with invitation cards will be adferent methods of applying water, and mitted
on Monday evening. On next
the difference in loss of water by evaevening there will be an enSunday
furrows
shallow
poration in deep and
at 7:30 o'clock to which
tertainment
oneAbout one and
and. in flooding.
ic generally is invited.
laria Josefa" the oldest bell
lited States which has been
eds of years- at the Catholic
rch at Algodones, and which
tly purchased by Governor
shipped yesterday to St.
re it will be placed in the
new iviexico building at the exposition
only increased profits to farmers but grounds. The bell weighs 200 pounds
a large increase in the acreage which and will prove a very interesting obcould be irrigated from canals or res- ject on account of its antiquity and
ervoirs.
historical relations.
Francisco Delgado, who for the past
MRS. RALPH STILL LINGERING eight years has been translator and
stenographer with the U. S. Court of
and
Burned
Private Land Claims, will, about the
Suffering
Horribly
Though
first of the month open an office in
Great Pain From Having Inhaled
the Delgado building on the west
the Flames.
Mrs. Walter Ralph of Albuquerque, side of the plaza, where he will do
who was horribly burned by kerosene translating from English into Spanish
which she used in starting a tire, is and vice versa, typewriting and genstill alive and resting easier, but there eral office business. Mr. Delgado is a
are only slight hopes for her recovery. very competent translator and a good
It is thought that she inhaled much of stenographer and will be found always
the flames and the deadly fumes and ready for work.
she has suffered great internal pain.
A

h

WORK ON NEW

RAIL-

ROAD LINE BEGUN.

WEDDING

HTFOjrr

BAYARD.

work on the Lieutenant Robert L. Collins Weds a
Active construction
new railroad to be built between San
Professional Nurse, Miss Emily
Antonio and Carthage, the coal fields
Hughes Leaves at Once for
Wedon
of Socorro County, was begun
the Philippines.
Comnesday. The Socorro Telephone
pany is pushing a line between thene
Lieutenant Robert L. Collins and
two points which will connect the Miss Emily Hughes, a professional
camp with the system at Socorro.
nurse stationed at the post, were married at Fort Bayard some days ago.
The wedding occurred on the porch of
the nurse's home which was elaboratewith white canvass,
ly decorated
American flags and greens. A reception was held on the porch immediate
ly after the ceremony, and was largely
attended by the officers of the post.
BOLD
BETTER THAI
The bride has been at Fort Bayard foi
It
over a year. The groom is second
for the teeth. It prevents decay. the
liardeus the gums and purines
lieutenant in the Second Cavalry
mouth.
breath-anand has been stationed at the fort for
about two years, coming there direct
from Cuba. Lieutenant and Mrs. Col
lins left immediately for the Philip-nine- s
where Lieutenant Collins has
been ordered for duty.

S0Z0D0NT

SAVES ""TEETH

WAJVTS
AND

MISCELLANEOUS

ADS- -

WANTED A good milch cow and
chickens. Inquire 409 Galisteo St.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

J. P. VICTORY

GEO. W. HICKOX, President

Attorney at Law and

No.

Real Estate
(I?

Sen

Bp

Francisco Street. Santa Pe,

N.

Gab-aldo-

n

very low.

Can sell at a bargain cozy homes
Nicely furnished front
room, outside entrance. Bath. Close Manhattan avenue, one a n :w ston
in. Apply Mrs. W. N. Townsend.
house with all modern improvement;
the other an adobe-brichouse, 'i
FOR RENT Four room
house, rooms; fruit aud vegetable garden
nicely furnished throughout for house- ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 cholct
keeping. Apply New Mexican office. fruit trees; currant and raspbern
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stou
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
house will be rented.
A few comfortably furnished
rooms
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
with use of bath. Apply at Claire HoI have several business blccks fo
tel.
&e on this great mart of trade, som
FOR RENT Five room modern cot of them producing more than eight
tage. Upper Palace Avenue. Bath. per cent, net, on purchase price asked
cellar, all modern conveniences. Cheap.
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
Apply W. N. Townsend.
I have several other commercial ana
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly business propositions to submit those
life and to
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all row to enter mercantile
new era, of prosperity
the
with
up
other public and private use. Apply now coming in with the Santa Fe Cen
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
tral Railway.
CHURCHES.
Booth's oysters any way you want
I am authorized to dispose of the Conthem at Bon Ton.
gregational Church, on the south side,
FOR SALE Standard make, up convenient to tho contemplated Union
right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
its regular price. Call at Lutz's resi be sold
cheap, or the building will be
dence on Montezuma Avenue.
repa red and leased to responsible parPure Whiskey. How do you know it ties.
THERE ARE OTHERS.
is? You can see it. drawn from the
Several small houses, some ston
original package. Purity guaranteed
by the government of the IT. S. "Tele- 3ome brick, others frame, upon my
phone 94." "The Wine Store."
books, which I ould be glad to sho
an intended purchaser. They are de
FRESH BUTTERMILK,
eirably situated, and will be solo
Every Other Day.
cheap.
THE WINE STORE.
Phone 94..
PLAZA PROPERTY.
To those wishing to catch the cream
Lamb fries, sweet breads at the of
Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
Bon Ton.
at figures that will double themselvei
The last batch of Scratch Pads ad- In less than three years.
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
Printing Company went like hot cakes
I can sell you large tracts of lan
We did not expec su.m u, run. We
iuitable for mining coal or the prodn t
have turne" o from our
Hon of timber.
ever
a
than
bindery
larger quantity
ORCHARDS.
and can supply yoi. for a limited time
a 10 cents per pound. The best paper
I also have a fruit ranch in a high
is used in making them.
They are rtate of cultivation, in the suburbs
offices, stores, and vith a building site overlooking thi
just the thing
especially for use In the schools. Come entire city of Santa Fe. On it there U
-uick as they will not last long.
an artificial reservoir, the only one of
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more
'me New Mexican Printing Com lepth, holding over 125,000 gallons o
pany will do your job work with neat- water, constantly replenished,
fro it
ness and dispatch.
which the whole place can be irrigated
laily during the summer, and whlcl
:ould be stocked with fish. The land
contains many hundreds of young treei
it tJ" finest and most valuable varieties of apples, peaches, pears, plums
TirtvZE
Apricots, cherries and other fruits, thi
(Effective January i, 1904.)
of which already bear; i
No. 720 leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m greater part
vineyard, thousands oJ
bearing
younf
2
east bound, with
to connect with No.
of
currants
and other small
bushet
connection from El Paso and Southern
extens ive
beds f asparagus,
fruits;
Santa
at
arrive
California, returning,
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
Fe at 11:60 a. m.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4 : 10 p.m., oe scld on easy terms, anJ for muck
to connect with Nc. 1, west bound, for less than it cost, owing to ill health Ol
Southern California, returning arrive at the owner.
Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.
In all parts of the Territory, an
to connect with No. 7 westbound for
in Wyoming
ne
El Paso, San Francisco and Northern
I
will take pleasure in showing
California points.
8
will
No.
investors desirable builj
eastbound
for
prospective
Passengers
also leave or No. 724. Train makes lng ites in the neighborhood of the
connection with No. 7 but does not Capitol, and in the vicinity of th
wait for No. 8. Returning, arrive at Presbyterian chuich, and other localSanta Fe at 9:30 p. m.
ities of the city which in a few years
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
will be worth double the present ask
Now ' daily
letween
Chicago, ng price.
Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40 ROOMS: FURNI8HED OR UNFURNISHED.
a. m. Eastbound at 2:02 a. m. No conFurnished or unfurnished rooms In
nection with these trains from Santa
Single, or en
Fe, except that passengers arriving on ill parts of the city.
No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe uite for light hour ekeeplng. Some o
them within five minutes walk oJ
at 11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
All of above trains run through solid Plaza.
'rom Chicago to California and carry
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
hrough Pullman and tourists sleeper
El
At
Cuervo, 10 miles from the Boc
axcept California Limited, which carI can sell you abcut 4t
road,
(s,and
ries Standard Sleepers only.
excellent
grazing
Through sleeping car reservation ar teres; patented;
land.
on
for
application.
ranged
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have foi
City Ticket Office:
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA lale several large tracts of desirable
'and which I am permitted to sell at
H. R LUTZ. AOENT.
One tract contain
very low figure.
ibout 3,600 acres, and is located about
miles southwest of
three and one-haPHoios! Las Vegas; nearly all of it is under
fo
water
fence; good grazing and
DROUGHT PRICES
itock; some timber. Another tract fc
i60 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
SIPERDOZ. $1 PER DOZ timber and grazing, with an excellent
ttream of water passing over it. Still
mother tract of 860 acres cf farming
crazing and timber land, 8 miles west
V Las Vegas, with
wan,
running
FOR RENT

No. 4.

Meat Market Telephone

x
OUR BAKERY.
Don't stew your life away over
hot stove; don't waste your fuel or the
time of your help making bread, pies
or cake when we can and will supply
your needs. Good solid, substantial
loaves of bread made from the best
Kansas flour at 5c.

Two

S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Treas.

250 San Francisco Street.

Grocery Telephone

M

r.EAL E8TATE L0AN8.
WANTED LOG CHOPPERS
Money to loan upon real estate secur
good and experienced men to cut saw
logs. The timber is good and large ity on easy terms.
and is easily handled. Location of
HOMES.
saw mill about six miles north of
I have a nice cottage (double) sb
town in the Cajon Grande on the
Land Grant. Apply on the rooms on one side, 4 on the other
4 rooms and the rar
premises to C. W. Moore & Company jwner occupies
rent for 125 a month; good nelghboi
ANY ONE desiring male help of any hood: ample space to erect other ball
aat
kind please notify Alan R. McCord, lings on same street; stable
other outbuildings; the price asked
Secretary Capital City Band.

j j

CO.

S

FRESH FRUIT.
We are now receiving California
cherries of very fine quality; Califor
nia strawberries, under ice, bananas
and oranges. We also continue to
handle those handsome wine sap ap
pies, kept in cold storage and almost
as perfect as the day picked.

k

CANDY.

We are selling a world of candy. We
do it because we cater to the trade that
wish good, pure goods at reasonable
prices.
High grade chocolate:; and glace
creams per pound
35c
Fine quality candy in large variety
at 20c and 25c per pound.
NAPTHA AND BORAX.
Naptha and Borax are both recog
nized as being cleansing agents of superior merit. We now have a white
aundry soap in which these two arti
cles are incorporated with pleasing results. The cakes aro large, full size
and a beautiful white color. The price
is small, only 5c. Ask the salesman to
show you tho White Borax Naptha
Soap.

No.

49.

MEAT MARKET.
We are handling eastern killed corn
fed beef and mutton. No native or
Texas stock for us. That's the reason
there is such a difference in the taste.
Better to pay trifle more for beef and
get something you are not afraid to
look at before you eat it. All kinds of
sausage, fine juicy hams, tempting
flitches of bacon.
COFFEE WISDOM.
We think our twenty years' experi
ence in the grocery business has
taught us some roasted coffee sense. If
it has, it is this ; that it pays to buy and
sell the coffee of an old established
house, one which depends on the sale
of coffee for its success. Such a house
s Chase & Sanborn, makers of Famous
Boston Coffees. We have a few items
which we can especially recommend:
40c
SEAL BRAND, per pound
25c
South Sea Blend, per pound
Towel Blend, r pounds
$1.10
CRACKERS.
Takoraa Biscuit packages are larger
md weigh more than any other 10c
packages of crackers. The quality Is
superior,
Krispy wafers are thin, salted and
lelicious, 2 packages 25c.
Many kinds of biscuits and wafers in
packages. Including Saltlnes, Saratoga
Flakes, Butter Thins, Faust Oysters,
Vanilla, anil I. emon Wafers, Graham
and Oatmeal Crackers, Champagne,
Ramona, Athena and Nabisco Wafers.

The Emfeley I
A NEW SCARF FOR

Vestlcss Days
MADE IN PLAIN COLORS ONLY
fc

AT

t

1

SANTA FE ROUTE
TABLE.

lf

Photos! Photos!

at

Davis'

Plaza Studio

Santa Fe.

It

LEO HERSCH . . .
WHOLESALE
and
RETAIL
DEALER

IN

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE. N. M.

David S. Lowittki
Dealer in New and
Second Hand
I

atest designs

mvm

in Rugs and Carpets.

Screen Doors and Window Screens.

Garden Hose.
Goods sold for

Jh

cash or on easy
payments.
All Goods delivered free of charge,

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Httyler s Candles Received Today

L.

Santa Fc New Mexican, Friday,

7, 90 1
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Pianos I

San Mon Taeft Wd Thar Frl Sat
been looking over the vicinity of Tu1
S
3
4
larosa recently with a view to sinking
7
e
6
5
8
10
11
a well to secure artesian water. They
are also negotiating for the purchase
13 TT 15
18
i6 11 18
lof a large amount of land in that vicin
Read What Accomplished Musicians
1
J90
81
84 ""5
88 83
ity.
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
88
87
86
80 80
this
Evidence is being presented
week before United States Commis"Equal if not -- uperfor to any Instru
ment I have had occasion to use."
sioner Shepherd of Alamogordo, to
Barron Berthold.
show what are the saline lands of Now
Mexico. According to law all proceeds
"Shows such i up riorlty of work-anshiINFORMATION BUREAU OF
from the sales of saline lands in New
and finish as must make
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
Mexico go to tho territorial university
them welcome to any household."
Label
This
A St. Louis World's fair Information
at Albuquerque. A number of experts
Leonora Jackson.
bureau has been established at 83b
from Washington and representatives
is a guarantee of the parity
Why'.' Because it, is tho only tine which takes you to the World's
resonant in tone and ".e Seventeenth
"Grand
street, Denver, in charge
at
the
are
from
the
present
University
Fair. Passengers via the EPNE are carried to our World's Fair
and richness of our
lightfully sweet and tender " Mathil of Phil P. Hiiichcock, where Informahearing which is now In progress.
Station (within 300 feet of the main entrance) if desired, thereby
da Bauermeister.
tion will be cheerfully Iurc.isb.cd.
SAN JUAN COUNTY.
avoiding the crowds at the Union station and a transfer of about
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your
re
at
Tho
school
election
Aztec,
three miles across the city. Yes, you may go to tho Union stapianos, they seem to be unsurpasssulted in the full vote being polled for
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
tion if you wish.
able." R. Watkin Mills.
The
George Rathjen for
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
The EPNE is the shortest line from El Paso and the great southentire vote was in favor of the full
SOCIETIES.
richness of tone, splendid carrying
mills.
school tax levy of 7
west to St. Louis, Chicago and all points north. 158 miles the
Rosa
excellent
action."
and
power
sold
Thurs
was
Ranch
last
4S
Maple
hours on the road.
shortest to St. Louis, and only
Masonic.
Olitzka.
day by its owner, A. R. Springer, toEquipment? Yes. the best tho Pullman Company provides, and all
"They are mod Is fcr tone and
gether with all of his personal properWe offer
meals served in dining cars. Via this lino you are not put to the
MONTEZUMA LODOl
touch." Mario Engle.
ty to Professor L. A. Wyatt of HereNo. 1, A P. and A M.
inconvenience of eating at dining stations (20 minutes only).
$5,000 reward
ford, Texas. The consideration was
"I find your piancs wonderfully symJust step back' to the dining car and eat at leisure the best the
will
i,500. Mr. and Mrs. Springer
Regular communicavoice."
H to anyone able to prove
pathetic for accompanying the
tion first Monday In
leave San Juan County at once for
markets afford,
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
adulteration
each month at Masonic
the east, where they will make their
to
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
A N. BROWN, G. P. A,
T. H. HEALY,
permanent home. .
me. I consider tnem second to none.
our product.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
John U. Hippenmeyer, a citizen of
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas,
David Frangcon Davies.
F. P. CRICHTON. Secretary.
Farmington, died last Friday at his
"I think it capabl of the fullest ex.
Mr. Hippen
home in that town.
of musical thought." Ellen
pression
at.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
Som
was
born
meyer
Baskenridge,
Beach Yaw.
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
erset County, New Jersey, February
"In my opinion they rank among th
2H. 1872.
He came to New Mexico
convocation second Monvery best pianos of the day." Emile
about thirteen years ago and to Farmday in each month at MaSauret.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
ington twelve years ago. He was the
"Having taken yonr wonderful "Cascarets" for
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
city clerk and was well liked by the tnree
months ana Ixmhk entirely enred of stomach
,
eatnrrh and dvsnetisia.T think n won! nf nrnlan la tnnfi ami a most SVmnather.in touch. tl ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
people of Farmington.
The Fourth of July is to be celebrat ilnab,,rnEKnin,al'fn.thnl.n.,n.lni,lnA,ni....!,tn.
Fernando do Lucia.
I navo laKen numerous oilier
remedies
without avail and I find that Cascarets relieve
ed in the good old fashioned way in but
"I was perfectly charmed with its
SANTA FE COMMANDER
more in a dav than all the others 1 luivn tukou
in a year."
of tone and delightful touch."
No. 1, K. T. Regular conFarmington this year. There will be wouia
beauty
lus
James Mcuune,
Mercer St., jersey uity, jn, j.
-- Francis Allitsen.
games, races, speaking and otnor en
clave fourth Monday In each
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
tertainment, with a grand display of
month at Masonic Hall at
6esT For ,
Tickets on sale June 14 and 28, 1904. Good to leave
i.
a
fireworks at night and a dance in tho
ant.
Are remarkably adapted for ac- 7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, B. 0.
r
s
ineooweis
St. Louis within 10 days from date of sale.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
city hall. A committee has been apcompanying tho voice." Clementine
do Vero Sapio.
pointed to arrange the program for
Comfortable Day Coaches and Luxurious Chair Cars
the day and every one from far and
K. OF P.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
CANDY CATHARTIC
seats free.
near has been invited to attend.
Employ only expert workmen and no SANTA FE LODGE
There was a larger vote polled in
NO. 2, KNIGHTS
little outlay
Yoar chance to see World's Fair
piece work or contract work is done
the district which includes the city of
of
PYTHIAS
Regular
meeting
in
factories.
their
for railroad fare.
Farmington at the school election than
Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
on
two
con
won
renown
have
AaaA.
GnnA
Ant..
PI
Tnnfn
Pntnnfc.
Trt
They
Ann
Pft1ftnhl.
was ever polled in that district before,
Castle Hall, corner of Don Caspar
Never
Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 85c, 50c. Never tinents for excellence and beauty
of
thanks to the efforts of the newspapers aoiu inSiekeu,
ouiK. xne gomune tablet stumped uvUi
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
euro
or
their instruments.
your money duck.
For further particulars, call on
of that vicinity toward inducing the uuaranieeu io
Knights given a cordial welcome.
Sterling Kemedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 592
most
liberal.
terms
Prices
and
people to come out and vote. Two ANNUAL
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
TEN MILLION BOXES
New
for
on
Call
General
SALE,
the
Agent
candidates were in the field, Lewis J.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
R
JOHN K. STAUFFFPl(
Mexico,
Gower and Scott N. Morris and the
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnanc
Need a Nerve Tonic P
contest was warm. The vote cast
Santa Fe, N. M.
stood 71 in favor of Gower to fiC for
Of the many such remedies on the
I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Morris.
market, only one is best. It is Palmo
inthe
soothe
Who
will
and
Tablets. They
show you the Story
fretful,
Miss Maud Thomas and Truman P.
duce natural sleep, and quickly dispel Clark Pianos in the several styles and SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. 9.
Brewer, were united in marriage last
Meets every Friday evening in Odd
as
of
nervous debility, such
symptoms
finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
Thursday at the home of the bride's
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
weak back, dreams, and Golden
memory,
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
failing
Oak.
parents in Aztec. Both of the young
etc.
Visiting brothers welcome.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
The
people are of Aztec.
It you are weak and run down from
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N, Q.
M.
C.
was
performed by Rev.
any cause, and want to look and feel
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
IMPORTANT.
Haas, in the presence of a few near
years younger, take Palmo Tablets.
The Santa Fe Central now has on
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Book Free.
50 cents.
relatives and friends. After the cere
A. O. U. W.
sale round trip tickets for $15, good for
(i o clock, a
at
took
winch
mony
place
ColSIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
return
Ireland's
to
until
At
Cloud30,
Pharmacy.
September
wedding supper was served. Mr. and
leges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comcroft, New Mexico, the most famous GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3. O. O. U. W.
Mrs. Brewer will soon be at home in
all conveniences.
baths, water-workThe Wabash Kailroad has just is summer resort in the southwest. For Meets every second and fourth Wed
plete; steam-heatetheir new residence in Aztec.
sued a handsome illustrated World's further information apply to B. W. Rob- - nesday at o p. m.
GRANT COUNTY.
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, ffiJOO per session. Session is
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
Otto Metzger and Willie Tate of Sil Fair pamphlet containing a three color bins, G. P. A., Santa Fe Contra! Rail
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
JOHN
C. SEARS, Recorder.
N.
M.
Santa
way,
Fe,
St.
of
and
fair
Louis
the
ver City, who started out so bravely map
grounds
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
to see the world last week returned nd half tone views of the principal
B. P. O. ELK8.
STARTLING EVIDENCE.
home to Silver City last Friday, using buildings. A copy free upon request.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa. W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, .T. C. Lea
side-doo- r
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D.. Denver,
Fresh
in
Is
Pullman
accommodations.
testimony
great
quantity
and E. A. Cahoon.
Otto escaped a thrashing because it Colorado.
constantly coming in, declaring Dr. SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.l.
For particulars address
COL J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
Holds its regular session on the
was his birthday, but the other boy
King's New Discovery for Consumption
received his deserts in full
Coughs and Colds to be unequaled. A second and fourth Wednesday!
of
Sued By His Doctor.
Over 50 men are working hard to ex
"A iloctor here has sued me for recent expression from T. 3. McFar- - eacb mouth. Visit iu, hi others are la-tinguish the fire in the Mogollon For $12.50 which I claimed was excessive Iand, Bentorville, Va., serves as exam vlled and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
est Reserve. Supervisor R. C. Mc for a case of cholera morbus," says R. pie. He writes: "I had bronchitis for
CO Clure has the work under his direct White, of Coachella, Cal. "At tho trial years and doctored all the time with A. J. FISCHER,
Secretary.
charge, but it is said that tho efforts he praised his medical skill and modi-cine- . out being benefited. Then I began tak
IN
IMPROVED
WE LEAD
EVERYTHING.
ORDER RED MEN.
of the force have not. yet proved effi
I asked him if it was not Cham ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and a
cacious as the fire is too fierce and berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea few bottles wholly cured me." Equally
Cbinaware Glassware, Picture Frames and Moldings Stores and Ranges
Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I. O. R. M.
extends over too groat an area to be Remedy he used as I had good reason effective in curing all lung and throat
to Order
Good Bold on Easy Payment
to believe it was. and he would not say troubles, consumption, pneumonia and meets every Thursday eve at Od4
easily subdued.
Henry Gamble died on last Sunday under oath that it was not." No doc grip. Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
at his home in Silver City after a tor could use a bolcr remedy than Trial bottles fre, regular sizes 50c chiefs cordially invited.
C L. BISHOP, Sachem.
protracted illness of years. Mr. Gam.- this in a case of cholera morbus, it and $1.00.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
CfjAILES WAGJ.ER
ble has lived in New Mexico for sev never fails. Sold by all druggists.
eral years. He came here from Mis
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton
"Licensed Embalmer," souri for the benefit of his health. The A dinner like your mother used to
Cloudcroft!
For
handsome desfuneral services were held Tuesday af cook, at tho Bon Ton.
criptive literature and detailed inforNOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
ternoon from the Gamble home, Rev.
The regular annual meeting of the mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
J. G. Harshaw officiating. The deceas
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of the New Mexico Print Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, NorthTriumphs of Modern Surgery,
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eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
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as she lived there for a number of
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of Silver City, and C. L. Dotson of tion anu in
niiff Miss nntsnn is n irrafinntP nf Hip hy the old treatment. Chamberlain's
Good eating: at the Don Ton.
Alabama State Normal School and dur- - rain Haim acls on tnis same principle.
ling the past year was principal of the It is an antiseptic and when applied to
Beginning Just 1st the Denver &
ILordsburg public schools. She has a such injuries, causes them to heal Rio Grande names rates from Santa
very quickly. It also allays the pain
great many friends in Grant County.
an soreness. Keep a bottle of Pain Fo as follows:
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
Balm in your home and it will save
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
To
Colorado Springs and return,
DO YOU WANT THE EARTH?
to
mention
you time and money, not
$19.55.
is
new
a
The
Earth
illustra
monthly
the inconvenience and suffering which
The Burlington Route makes them regularly,
To Denver and return, $22.55.
ted journal, published by the Santa Fe. such injuries entail. For sale by all
To Glenwood Springs and return,
Tells the truth about the great south druggists.
because it has its own trains traveling over
$28.65.
west and California the truth is gooi
Limited to 30 days from date of sale, Lauohlln Building, Don Gasoar Avenue.
its own rails all the way. There are no better
enough. Frequent articles describing
Eat dinner tomorrow and play oven stop over priviege
at and north of
of
the
Contains
let
country.
your
part
St. Louis trains than these, and there are no
Pueblo. Final limit October 31st. F.
ters written by farmers, stocl raen and at tho Bon Ton
H. McBrlde, agnnt.
fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
smoother rails.
HAVE YOU A COUGH?
and who give the reasons why. Strong
A dose of Ballard's- - Horehound
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
editorials and interesting miscellany.
The rates every day during the entire summer
will relieve it.
Have you a
Syrup
A very persuasive immigration helper. I
THAT TIRED FEELING.
Why not have it sent to friends cold ? A dose of Herbine at bed time
In the
are very low.
If you are languid, depressed and in
back east" to do missionary won? for and frequent small doses of Hore
MUTUAL BUILDING & LOAN
the
hound
will
re
it
indicates
during
Syrup
day
for
work,
that
capable
the southwest? Regular subscription
ASSOCIATION
If you re interested we shall be glad to
price is 25 cents a year; worth double. move it. Try it for whooping cough,- your liver is out of order. Herbine
Of Santa Pe
for
for
bronfor
to
off
nature
headwill
asthma,
consumption,
throw
assist
cents
50
Send
us
or
(coin
stamps) with
Is
explain our arrangements in detail when
worth
Mrs.
Joe
$1.40
327
E.
1st
chitis.
McGrath,
and
ailments
per share and marheumatism
akin
aches,
names and addresses of five eastorn
tures when worth $aoo. The last
you call, or upon receipt of a postal card
friends: we will mail the Fari tn street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I i to nervousness and restore the ener- - i
dividend ws nearly 9 per cent.
them and to you for six months. Write have used Ballard's Horehcund Syrup gies and vitality of sound and perfect;
Inquiry- Dividends are credited every six
ror
5
in
and
find
it
J.
J.
years,
famUy
health.
my
Hubbard, Temple, Texas,!
months.
today to the Earth, 1120 Railway Ex- most
and
the best
palatable medicine writes. March 22, 1902 "I have used
change Building, Chicago.
NOW! Is the time to start in.
I ever used.
5c, 50c, and $1.00 at Heroine for the past two years. It
17th
St.
1039
I
Ticket Office,
Fischer Drug Co.
nas done me more good than all the
Partner InforsMtlM furnished by
"
doctors. When I feel bad and have
OTERO'S SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS.
G. W. VALLERY, Genefal Agent:
R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
Hotel and bath houses now open to Keen your business ever before the that tired feeling, I take a dose of
Offlce: Catmn dloek. Up Stain
DENVER
me uesi meaicme ever
tne puDiic. store in connection for the public o aa venmng in yoar nome i neruiue. it
X. B. ft S. H. HAJNfNA.
With
I
J accommodation of
campers.
paper. A good advertiser always has made for chills and fever." 50 cents a
8
R. C. FREELOVE. Manaeer.
bottle at Fiscner Drs C"
success in any onest enterprise
A

number of Roswoll people have
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Economy
Brand

Cream
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ST. LOUIS

AJVD

DYSPEPSIA

RETUp

$25.75.
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Quick Trips to the
World's Fair City.
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Golda Silver Filigree
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SPIE6ELBER6
220 Sea Fraockce St., South Side of

Pliu.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Bknketa, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

PIOALTY

To have the fctat of everythin to the line.

Not Luck But Results
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the

peo-

ple with our fine

CEBRILLOS

COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Him

That there is some difference
in wood. Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call.

FIRE WO0I

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YABD

OFFICE:

Garfield Avenue, Near A. T.

Sc

S.

I'hone

P. Depot

Nn.'BB

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

of

EAN PLAN,
tfice in the Building
TSC0

I INCORPORATED

STREET.

0

H. B, Cartwright & Bro,

THE

BEN BOTHE

ZEIGER

t

QUICKEL

t8b BOTHE,

t

j

J

CAFE

Proprietors.

& & &

Clob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NBW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

ifTofifFBlO HOE SYSTEM
r ff.f"""T'"'
Rio Grande. Rio Grande Western,
Denver
-

Ri

&

ana mo oranue
Grande Santa
Railroads.
Southern
r-- e

&

Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Crtople ;CfW.
Aspen, Grand
Olenwood
San Francisco
Lake City, dodeS Butte, Helena,
Seattle. Also
and
Tacoma,
Portland.
Los Angeles,
and
Mining Camps
Reaches all the Pr nclpil Towns
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

JdrtUft

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE

trjbt

all Mountain Resorts

Lake City Enroute
Only Line Pawing Through Salt

THROUGH

BETWEEN

COS

the Pacific

DENVER

ALAMOSA

CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
QLENWOOD SPOS
GRAND JUNCT'N

SLEEPING

f

MMTINt

ff

No.

428

COUGH

the

Dr. Ming's

Maxwell Grant,
FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

SYSTEM.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now betng offered
tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water rights from $17 to S85 per acre, according to location. Pay-wf
Alfalfa, grains, fruits
ments may be made In ten year Installments.
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
for eale In

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
where Important mineral
saining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy,
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocati d ground may ba
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the pruspecior as the U. S. government laws.
Near Raton. N M , on his grant, are located the Coal Mines of tha
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for anv wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising nutter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
RATON. NEW MEXICO

0J0 CALIEJITE IjOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are looted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
'.weller8, twenty-fiv- e
of Santa
north
miles
aos, aad fifty
Barfrom
miles
about
twelve
Fe, aad
ranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Qraade Railway, from walch point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees, 'ihe gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the
year
very dry and delightful
round. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
aad tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
?alloa, being the richest alkaline Hot
Bwlags In the world. The efficacy of

these waters has been thoroughly
ed by the miraculous cures et teste U
in the following
diseases: ParalyaU
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumptia.
Malaria, Brlght's Diseaae of the KU
AJtas
n?ys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Hons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, M
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Hoard
and bathing, $2.50 per day; 111
per week; $50 per month. Stage mewt
Denver trains and waits for Saata
train upon request. This resort la attractive at all seasons, and la open aM
winter. Passengers for OJo Callaat
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a, m., aad
reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m. the aarna
day. Fare for round trip from testa
Fe to OJo Caliente, $7.40. For furtfc
particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprieto.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County.

W.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

- DOORS

LUMBER - SASH

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE

WOOD

EXTRA DRY AND"cUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS AND HAG AN COAL;
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

35 Santa Fe

Phore

I.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

O. "STOISTTZ MANUFACTURER O- FMexican Filigree Jewelry
DEALER IN

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China
Repairing of Sua watches and Jewel

ry

war k a specialty.

FILIGREE at IHOLUIU
IMS lid IUHil GOODS
247 San Francises St

lH

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
J. H. Billingston, Denver;
Denver: Jesse Slaughter,
PhicAirn: H C. Short. Topeka; T. E.
Edwards, Pueblo; A. B. Nogdes, wite
and two children, United States Army;
J, O. Tilden, Denver; C. M. Ward, Chi
Palace:

J

M. Moore.

PlalrR: E. Hamilton, Rito; H. n.
Mltchner. Albuauerque; W. H. Wise
and wife, Denver; James Bartlett, Haran- - Mrs M B. Echols, Thatcher,
Arizona; F. A. Townsend, Pueblo; W.
F. S. Baldwin,
R. Brown, El Paso;
Chicago.
Charles Boyd, Butte,
Bon, Ton:
Montana; B. Plesner, Denver.
C. E. Halsey, Fuemo;
Normandie:
James Lamb, Madrid; James Spinney,
Madrid; E. E. Herman. Lamy.
-

Tha Wopfciv Nw Mexican Review
Is published
by the New Mexican

Coat

Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educational, stocK
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It is an excellent paper
to send to friends in the east. Price
five cents per copy.

AND

SALT LAKE CITT
OODEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS A NOBLES

SCRATCH PAPER.

and

hook

papers at 10 cents per pound at the
New Mexican. This la scrap paper put
up in pads and la less than the papei
originally coat Only a limited supply

Vft&ttiSfSHA

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN

WKrT HOt'ITD
M

AND BACK

Made from ledger, linen, fiat

DINING CARS

BAST BO! NL
Mo. 425.

CHICAGO

cago.

THE POPULAR LINE TO

To

TIME TABLE.

New Discovery
forC

18.

TSE

SYSTEM,

Santa Fe Branch.

'.).(
m
SlSOpm Ar. .. Santa Fe..Lv..
.Lv.... Alpmoia... Ar 153.. W a
Special Correspondence New Mexican. 6:40amA laniota
6 :50 a m
Lv
via
Salida..
Madrid, June 10 James Lamb, su- 2:20aia L... . i'ueblo.. ..Lv..g87.. 2:45am
perintendent of the Rocky Mountain 8;00 p m. Lv....Denvei....Ar .404.. ?:2(Jair
Coal and Iron Company, at Madrid,
Trains stop at Einbudo for dinner
left on Santa Fe No. 8 for Trinidad, where good meals are served.
last Thursday evening, on company
Connections.
business, returning on Saturday evenAt Antonito (or Durango, Silverton
ing.
and Intermediate points.
Dr. and Mrs. Clarke, Mr. and Mrs.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Olson and daughter, and Diego Martin- intermediate points via either the standez were out picnicking at Stonewall ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
via Salida, making the
last Sunday. The day was quite warm narrow gauge
in cay light and passing
but the cool breeze and the nice shady entire trip
the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
cottonwoods made the day and place through
also for all points on Creede branch.
an enjoyable one.
At Salida tor all points west.
Louis Bossert, who has been working
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
as baker at the Colorado Supply Com- Springs for all points east.
For further information, sleeping car
pany Store at this place, for more than
a year, resigned last Saturday and will reservations time cards, literature, etc.,
call on or address
shortly look elsewhere for work la his
F. H. McBRIDK, Agent.
line.
Santa Ku, N. M.
rememwill
who
be
Diego Martinez,
8 K. HOOFKB, G. V A .
bered as the delivery boy at the SupOenver, Colo,
ply Company Store, and who quit here
something more than a year ago and JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
went to Arizona, came home last SatThe New Mexican Printing Company
urday evening. He has been engaged has prepared civil and criminal dockets
as the company store baker and will especially for the use of justices of the
remain here.
peace. They are especially ruled, with
The Madrid ball team went to Santa printed headings, in either Spanish or
Pe last Sunday and crossed bats with English, made of good record paper,
the Santa Fe Mechanics, with the re- strongly and durably bound with leathsult of a score of 2;! to 8 in favor of er back and covers and canvas sides;
Madrid.
have a full Index In front and the fees
The excursion to Santa Fe last of Justices of the peace and constables
,
Sunday was a success in every ptrti-cular- printed In full on the first page. The
there being more passengers pages are 10
Inches. These books
that they had been guaranteed to the are made up in civil and criminal docSanta Fe Railway Company in order kets, separate, of 320 pages each or with
to induce it to run the train. There both civil and criminal bound in one
were about 100 excursionists from Ma- book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages criminal. To introduce them they are often
drid, Waldo and Lamy.
Frank Chown did himself proud last ed at the following low prices:
$4 00
Civil or criminal
Saturday night, it being the occasion
Combination civil and criminal 5 00.,
of his T.4th birthday. He invited al
For 45 cents additional for a single
most the entire camp to the McKlnley
Hotel. A dance, lunch, music and docket or 65 cents additional for a comflowers, were features of the occasio". bination docket, they will be sent by
The infant daughter of Fireman mail or prepaid express. Cash In full
James Kerr has been so seriously ill must aocompony order. State plainly
printed
during the iiast week that it necessi- whether English or Spanish
tated his laying off of his run on the heading is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO..
Waldo branch. She is, however, much
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
improved at this time.
John W. Sullivan, who has been
The book bindery of the New Mexiaway to the World's Fair at St. Louis,
for about three weeks, returned last can Printing Company has been so
Saturday night, and is back at his old much enlarged and improved of late
stand hoisting coal at the bituminous that it is the best south of Pueblo to
the Mexico line and between Dallas,
mine.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley who have been Texas, end Los Angeles, California.
living on a ranch above Cerrillos for
The New Mexican Printing Com
some years have sold out their belongMr.
for
elsewhere
are
and
pany will do your job work wun neatgoing
ings
ness and dlspatcL.
Hartley's health.
Mr. Wood, superintendent of the
Gold Buillion Mining and Milling ComasMasMc
pany of Golden, was in Madrid buying
e
supplies for his camp last Saturday.
and
preLUNGS
and
He reports everything lively
CURE
dicts a boom for the camp.
WITH
A heavy rain fell here last Monday-afternooaccompanied by a great
amount of hail.
Gus Decker, who has been in the
camp many years, and has been emPrice
ployed as the pump man, has accepted
OUGHS and
50c & $1.00
a position as Are boss of the Cerr'Uos
Free Trial.
anthracite mine.
mothMrs. James Williams, and her
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBer, Mrs. Morgan Jones, of Cerrillos,
LES, or MONEY BACX.
spent Tuesday in Madrid.
Victor Rolland of Bernalillo, was in
camp last Saturday with a load of
fresh fruit and vegetables raised on his
Bernalillo ranch.
Monday evening, having been San
Antonio day, was duly celebrated by
Antonio Garcia y Armijo. He invited
a great number of his friends, including the members of the Madrid hall
and a
team.
Music, refreshments,
great deal of shooting of guns and
crackers were the features of the occa
sion.
to
A weddine is to be celebrated
morrow evening at Waldo, between a
young woman of that place and a
Afyoung man of Sandoval County.
ter the ceremony the couple will re
pair to Cerrillos where a wedding
dance will be given.
n

Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.

jl jt When You Com to Albuquerque Don't Forget

Personal and Other News Items Gatlv
ered By the Correspondent of the
New Mexican.

D. & R. G.

KILL

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

K. B. OUICKKI.

mm ml nip

i

Keep your business ever before the
public by adv rtlslng in your home
paper. A good advertiser always has
success in any honest enterprise.

OnejWay via
ST.JLOUIS With
Ten;Days Stop-Ove- r

OVER

June 1st to Sept. 30th
Limit Oct. 31st

$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H.

S. LUTZ, Agent

M
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CITY

COUNCIL

RCTS.

House Cleaning

Strong Protest Against Proposed Re
duction in Mail and Train Service Adopted.

Bargains
to Offer You
This Week.

SCREEN DOORS
All

Sizes and a Large Assortment to Choose From
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES

Wate Coolet s

Watet Filters.

LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qtieenswa e.

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

nThe: Remington Typewriter

S

Vtygcktff.

Seamans

&

lasts IciaesT. 5o does the Remington Operators
Benedict.'' 327 Broodway.'New York- -

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS &BENEDICT, i645Champa St., DENVER,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO,.

Dealers. Santa Fe,

Colo

N. M.

Lemp's St. Louis Beer.

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

j

jt

MAIL

ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED

The Trade Supplied Prom One Bottle to a Carload.

Gtsadafape Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

Phone No. 38.

WW
ELASTIC CARBONRMkT

7 Ajtiftf
i iv,
'
KERNING
l

av

"

CO.

Yd

umo.

WiaNOTCJ?ACK.RUfT1
-

Bl ICTCD
WILL STOP

M-CJ-

$

E

LEAKSjm

LAST A LIFE TIML
GREAT fippTPcruf
fOJ? EVMYTH1HG,

W. H. GOEBEL, The Hardware Dealer,
Santa Fe, N. Mf
Catron Block, No. 311

$
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The city council held a special meet
ing last evening at which Acting Mayor
Marcelino Garcia presided, and the
were present;
members
following
George Anton Nicanor Baca, A. P. Ho
gle, H. S. Katine, Celso Lopez and ,T.
H. Walker.
Absent. Mayor A. R. Gib
son and Councilman Teodosio Castillo.
The following resolution
protesting
against the reduction of mall and train
service on the Santa Fe Railway be
tween Lamy and Santa Fe was discussed and unanimously adopted:
that the
Whereas, it is reported
management of the Atchison, Topoka
& Santa Fe Railway system intends
to curtail train and mail service be
tween Santa Fe and Lamy Junction,
the city council of the city of Santa Fe
believes that such change of time and
taking off of one daily train would
prove an injury to the city of Santa Fe.
the county seat of Santa Fe Countyand the capital of the Territory of NewMexico, and to the people of the Ter
ritory in general, whereas if such ac
tion is taken by the Atchison. Topoka
& Santa Fe Railway Company, it. will
decrease the tourist travel and
freight traffic, from and to the city of
Santa Fe, would be a detriment to the
business men and traveling public in
general, by the delay in Lamy, waitina;
for connection to those having busi
ness in the Capital City and county
seat; therefore, be it
Resolved, By the city council of the
city of Santa Fe, New Mexico, that the
council protests against the reduction
of train and mail service between
Santa Fe and Lamy Junction, but we
earnestly ask the railroad company to
increase the service by putting on a
train to connect with No. 8; of which
failure to make connection with No.
8 causes a delay of mail, passengers
and express, from the south and west,
from twelve to fourteen hours, and by
abandoning the connection with No. 1
as is reported to be the project, would
delay passenger, mail and express
twelve hours.
Be it resolved further, That copies
of this resolution be transmitted to E.
A. Ripley, president of the road, H. U.
Mudge, general manager, D. C. Cain,
general superintendent, and Frank J.
Easley, division superintendent, under
the seal of the city of Santa Fe, Now
by the
Mexico, and properly signed
acting mayor and attested by the clerk.
WORK ON THE HELEN COT OFF
Progressing Surely The Bridges
er the Rio Grande Will Be Completed Within Ten Days.

Ov-

According to Judge J. B. Flurry, attorney for the Santa Fe Railway, be
ing employed by them to secure rights
of way for the new Helen cut off, the
bridge being constructed by that company over the Rio Grande near Belen
will be completed within the next ten
days. The concrete piers have been
finished and the girders on the bridge
are now being laid. The grading to
Willard is practically completed and
as soon as certain heavy rock excavations are made, the entire track, 55
miles in length can be laid. Twenty
miles of trackage is now ready for ser
vice from Belen east and work will be
continued until all the rails are set to
Willard. Securing the right, of way for
the new road has been difficult as has
also been the work of surveying, as the
line passed through a rough country
necessitating a large amount of work.
Seven bridges, from 400 to 700 feet in
length, will be constructed in Abe
Pass of solid concrete foundations and
according to the most improved methods of modern engineering. The rock
formations in this canon will delay the
laying of rails for some time.
Tho contractors having been allow
ed to cease work temporarily last fall,
all the work is now being done by the
company. It is thought that the route
of the cut off will be the same as was
surveyed as all the maps for the line
as far as Texico were filed. Some
changes may be made, however, before
work is begun at other points.
When asked as to the time work will
be commenced by the contractors,
Judge Flurry said that he was unable
to state definitely as to when the company proposed to resume that line of
work, but thought that it could not be
at a time a great distance in the future. When the entire cut off will be
completed is an open question and will
depend entirely upon conditions as
they are found, as well as the disposition of the company to make the large
expenditures necessary for the worV.
All construction work that will be
done will be complete and permanent
in every detail no expense or time be
ing allowed to interfere with the seroad
curing of a stable and
in every particular. The work which
has been done up to the present time
has caused an expenditure of nearly
a million and a half dollars with seemingly very little having been accomplished.

SUGGESTS THE USE OF

HOUSEHOLD AIM0NIA,
BORAX,
CHLORIDE LIME

CARPET

CLEANING
COMPOUND

And Various Disinfectants. We
carry a large stock of all and

can furnish them at reasonable
prices.

FISCHER DRUG CO.
230 San Francisco Street
R. McFie, this morning from Ber
nalillo County asking that the matter
nt tho netitlon of Peter Noci of Gal
of
lup, McKinley County, for an order
the court adjudging him a baoicrupi,
be heard before Judge McFie as Judge
Baker, under whose jurisdiction the
matter rightfully comes, is now absent
from the Territory.
Today in the First Judicial District
Court, for Santa Fe County, Judge John
R. McFie overruled tho demurrer of
s
the defendants in the case of the
against the Pueblo of Nambe and
seven other acequias. The demurrer
was to the complaint of the plaintiff.

John

Ace-quia-

tjAGAZIJVES,
Headquarters for

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Fine Confectionery and Cigars
208

San Francisco St.

paper

Santa Pe. N. M.

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
'm
j At Oar
Undertaking Parlors

mor-jdii'til- e

(3

PERIODICALS.

B00h;S, STATIOjYEHV,

MONEY AND METAL.
New York, June IT. Monuv on call,
Prime
X per cent.
asy, 1 (
8

t.

JACOB WELTMER

MARKET REPORT.

1

Santa Fe, Jl.

:

ihi per cent. Silver

The Latest Scientific Methods

of

New Vork, June 17. Lead and cop- in Employed. Calls Answered trwa the Farters Day er Nif ht er by D0R0TE0 SENA, Agaa
Oar Patters Consist ef a Nicely aad Appropriately Pitted Up Suite at No. Ill
Fria Read.
per, quiet, unchanged.
GRAIN.
Uacoia Areauc, West Side Plaza, Saata Fe, New Mexico.
Chicago, June 17. Close, Wheat,
ALL KINDS OP PICTURE FRAMING.
July, 84 fc; Sept. 79 U
Corn, July, 48; Sept. 48.
X.
K; Sept. 31
Oats, July, 38
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, July $l'i.55; Sept. $12.8012.82,V.
Lard, July G.80; Sept. $6.79$.
Bibs, July, ST.32K; Sept. $7.42)4.
WOOL MARKET.
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
St.
Louis, Mo., June 17. Wool,
st.eadv.
10
Territory and western medium,
17; fine, 15
21; fine medium, 10

DUDROW & MONTENIE

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

17.

8T0CK MARKETS.
New York, June 17. Atchison 71:
pfd., 94; New York Central, 115;
Ponnavlvnnia,. 115: Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific, 86; pfd., 91; U.
44;
. Steel, 9; pro.,
STOCK.
Kansas Cltv. Mo., June 17. Cattle
murlmt rncelnts. steady.
16.60; SouthNative steers, 4.50
$5 75; Southern
ern steers, $3 00
cows, 92.25 (S (4.00; native cows and
heifers, 82.25 & $5. JO; Stockers and
$4.70; bulls, $2.50
feeders, $3.00
$4.50; wostem
$4.00; calves, $2.50
$6.00; western cows,
steers, $4.25
$2.25

$4.25.

.
Sbeep market receipts, stendv.
$5.00
Muttons, $4 50 $ $5 00: lambs,
2.".
$4.90;
$0.75; Range wethers, $4
$4 00.
Ewes, $3.50
Chicago, Juno 17. Cattle, market,
receipts, weak.
$6.50;
Uood to prime steers, $5.50
30or to medium, $4.50 (3 15 50; stockers
75; cows $2 00 (
and feeders, $3 on a
$4 60; heifers, $3.50 ( $5.45; caimers,
$2 75; bulls, $3 50 & $4.50;
$1.75
$5 .35; Texas fed steers.
calves, $2.50
$5.00 S $5.60.
Sheep market receipts i toad v to strong.
Good to choice wethers, $4.85
$5.?5;
$5.00;
(air to choice mixed, $3.75
$5.00; native
western sheep, $4.50
lambs, $5.00 ri $6.50; western lambs,
$0.00 9 $7.()0; spring western lambs,

DISTRICT COURT ITEMS.
In the First Judicial District Court
for Santa Fe County, Pierre Paul Chaf-far- t
yesterday made application for
naturalization papers and the first paper was granted him. He ig a native
of Belgium.
A petition was today filed in District Court of Santa Fe County, by the
Second Presbyterian (Spanish) Church
of this city for permission to mortgage
its estates for $300 in favor of .Tuanita
de Rivas. The object of borrowing the
money is to complete the paying of the
purchase price for the said estate.
A petition was presented to Judge $5.00

CLOSING
OUT

SALE!
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
MEXICAN
INDIAN and
BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
At less than Cost.
t

TOURISTS:

$--

$7.65.

Do you know

that you miss half of Santa Fe if

you do not visit our Curio Store

&

Free Museum

Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Francises Street and Burro Alley

